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Abstract

The highly successful Hot Big Bang model, first hypothesised by Gamow in the 
1940s, and supported by observations of an expanding Universe and by Big Bang 
nucleosynthesis, has been the standard cosmological model since the discovery 
of the cosmic microwave background radiation by Penzias and Wilson in 1964. 
There are, however, some crucial gaps in our understanding of the nature of the 
Universe. The Hot Big Bang model does not predict perturbations in the matter 
distribution of our Universe. The origin of the large scale structure, such as 
planets, stars and galaxies is not known. Further, we do not know how big the 
Universe is, how old, or what its main constituents are. There are a group of 
early Universe models which predict primordial fluctuations in the Universe, and 
using the most popular o f these, ‘ inflation’ , the preliminary results o f precision 
cosmology are giving the first glimpses of values for these mysterious quantities.

The cosmic microwave background radiation gives us a ‘snapshot’ o f the very 
early Universe, an invaluable source of cosmological information. The Microwave 
Anisotropy probe (M A P) and the Planck Surveyor satellite will provide a map of 
the distribution of the cosmic microwave background over the sky, with a reso
lution approximately two orders o f magnitude better than the previous satellite 
with a similar goal, which was the Cosmic Background Explorer satellite (CO BE), 
launched in the late 1980s.

The aim of this thesis is to compare and contrast the predictions of early Uni
verse models with respect to their predictions o f the distribution of the cosmic 
microwave background radiation, as well as to garner information about cosmo
logical parameters from the upcoming data. I approach this in three ways. The 
first goal is to develop statistical tools to detect non-Gaussianity in the cosmic 
microwave background, which would change the interpretation o f the early Uni
verse model. A significant detection of non-Gaussianity would conflict with the 
predictions of the simplest inflation model. The second aim is to develop very
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rapid cosmological parameter estimation methods, should inflation be supported 
by the tests of Gaussianity, and the third to develop predictions for the cosmic 
microwave background for the warm inflation model.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

I will outline in this thesis three research projects consisting of tests, analysis 
methods and predictions of early Universe models using the cosmic microwave 
background radiation. In Chapter 1 , I shall introduce the theoretical background 
to my work: standard cosmology, inflation, and the physics o f the cosmic mi
crowave background radiation. In Chapter 2, I introduce an all-sky test of the 
Gaussianity of the cosmic microwave background radiation. In Chapter 3, I intro
duce a data compression algorithm for cosmic microwave background data. I re
view the last o f my research topics, the prediction o f the level of non-Gaussianity 
for the warm inflation model of the early Universe, in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 will 
contain a synopsis and discussion of the three projects.

1.1 A Review of FRW Cosmology

The observed Universe is, to a high degree, isotropic on large scales, expand
ing and assumed to be homogeneous. Luminous matter in the sky, neglecting 
the galactic plane, is distributed largely isotropically, but o f course light does 
not necessarily trace mass. Observations of radio galaxies and quasars are also 
isotropic on large scales suggesting isotropy o f the younger, more distant Universe 
(Cress, 1999; Outram et a/., 2001; Colless & 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey Team, 
2000) The strongest evidence for the isotropy of the Universe at early times comes 
from the cosmic microwave background radiation, henceforth referred to as the 
CMB. Apart from the dipole anisotropy observed due to the motion of the Earth, 
the temperature difference between two antennae separated by angles ranging 
from 10° to 180° is smaller than 0.01% (Penzias & Wilson, 1965; Smoot et al.,
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1991). This indicates that at the time of last scattering o f photons in the CMB 
approximately 2 x 105yrs after the big bang, the Universe was highly isotropic, 
and homogeneous in the region between us and the start off point of the CMB 
photons. Also the CMB suggests that the expansion of the Universe is isotropic, 
as any anisotropy o f the expansion would lead to a corresponding temperature 
anisotropy in the CMB.

The Copernican Principle states, without observational evidence, that we are not 
at the centre of the Universe and that there is nothing special about our view 
of cosmological expansion. This assumption of translational symmetry when 
taken together with the rotational symmetry o f the observed isotropy implies 
homogeneity. Homogeneity and isotropy together constitute the Cosmological 
Principle.

The expansion of the Universe is inferred primarily from the observed light from 
galaxies (Slipher, 1924; Hubble, 1927). Nearly all of the galaxy spectra measured 
in all directions are red-shifted. The redshift, z, of a galaxy is related to the 
expansion of the Universe by the power series (Kolb & Turner, 1990)

H0dL =  z -¡- —(1 — q0)z2 +  . . . ,  ( 1 -1 )

where ¿ l is the luminosity distance of the galaxy

C =lum inosity F  =measured flux

and Ho is the present value o f the Hubble parameter. a(t) is the scale factor 
corresponding to the size o f the Universe. The subscript ‘O’ denotes the present 
value of a quantity.

Id a
0 = a at (1.3)

¿0

qo =  deceleration parameter

- H i  (1.4)d(to) U2
a(t c
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There is some variance between different estimates of the Hubble constant. This 
uncertainty (Freedman et al., 2001) is represented by a factor o f h

The hot big bang model, henceforth referred to as the HBB model (also known 
as the FRW m odel), is the mainstay of modern cosmology. It is based on the 
Robertson-Walker metric, whose high degree of symmetry is suited to modelling 
a homogeneous and isotropic space, and on the Friedmann equations. The form 
of the line element, the shortest spacetime distance between two points, o f the 
Robertson-Walker metric varies with the global curvature of the Universe (Pee
bles, 1993), Appendix B,

This last line is the line element in comoving coordinates : dt =  a(ij)dr/, and 77 

is known as conformai time, r, 6 , and (f) are 3-d  comoving coordinates on the 
hypersurface ?/ =  constant and if this space is closed, with positive curvature, R, 
a measure of the curvature, is real and finite, and D, called the comoving angular 
diameter distance, is equal to Rsin j-( . If open, with negative curvature, R ~ 2 <  0 
and D  is \R\ sinh j^ ; for a flat Universe D is simply equal to r.

The Friedmann equations can be arrived at from the Einstein equations and 
using the energy-momentum tensor of the Universe, which defines the energetic 
behaviour of the Universe given its constituents (Appendix C).

Ho =  lOO/i km s 1Mpc. 1 

0.64 £  h & 0.80

(1.5)

ds2 =  c2dt2 — a (t)2[dr2 +  D 2dü] (1 .6)

where dCl =  dO2 +  sin2 6dcf)2, and c is the speed of light. The above quantity can 
be rewritten as

a (vY  [c2dg2 — dr2 — D 2dfl\. (1.7)

( 1 .8)

a{t)2 3 R2a2 3 ’

where A is the cosmological constant.

1 2 87vGp c2 A
^  =   ̂ f  +  ir (1.9)

There is another quantity that corresponds to spatial curvature in the case where 
there is no cosmological constant contribution,

P
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where p is the density o f the Universe and pc is the critical density,

o U'2

*  =  ( L U )

The Friedmann equation for the special case of flat space and zero cosmological 

constant could thus be written:

1 1 - 0 , (1.12)
R2H 2a2

which shows the correspondence of

flat to 0  =  1
closed 0  >  1
open 0  <  1.

The stress energy relation of the components making up the energy content of 
the Universe is given by their equation o f state

p =  oo p c2 (1-13)

pressure =  oo x energy density x speed of light squared.

If oo is constant the evolution of p is given by

/? a  a "3(1+w). (1.14)

The radiation-dominated early Universe has equation of state

p = ^ p c \  (1.15)

and the density evolves as p oc a~A.

The matter dominated Universe has

p =  0, (1.16)

so p oc a~3.

The Hot Big Bang model provides a framework for the Universe which is remark 

ably successful, but it has certain shortcomings, which I turn to next.
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1.1.1 The Horizon Problem

The Universe on very large scales is very smooth. After subtraction of our m o
tion, the CMB is uniform to better than 0.01% but the present Hubble volume 
contained about 105 causally disconnected regions at the time of last scattering 
of photons in the CMB (Kolb & Turner, 1990). So within the HBB model m icro
physical processes could not have smoothed out any temperature fluctuations.

1.1.2 Unwanted Relics

There are a variety of massive stable particle species, for example the gravitino, 
that are hypothesized by various particle physics models to be produced in the 
high temperatures early in the Universe in an abundance which is not observed 
now. (Ellis et al. (1986), de Carlos et al. (1993), Banks et al. (1994) ).

1.1.3 The Spatial Flatness Fine-Tuning Problem

The development with time of an FRW universe does not cause its curvature 
to change if it has a density H =  p/pc exactly equal to one. If, however, the 
curvature of an FRW universe is slightly positive or negative, this positive or 
negative curvature will increase with time. If the Universe now was found to be 
a certain amount open or closed, the initial conditions o f the FRW model would 
have to be finely-tuned to have a precise small deviation from flatness near the 
HBB. If the Universe is measured to have exactly zero spatial curvature, the 
initial conditions of the FRW  model would have to be finely tuned to exactly flat 
at the HBB. The HBB model does not predict a flat or close to flat Universe at 
present times with general initial conditions.

The spatial flatness of the Universe has been estimated from observations, finding 
a flat or very close-to-flat Universe. The recent results from balloon measure
ments of the cosmic microwave background estimated fi to be between 0.7 and 
1.25 (Balbi et al., 2001a,b; Stompor et al., 2001; de Bernardis et al., 2001).

When the Universe is radiation dominated, the relation between the energy den
sity and the scale factor is

p oc a-4 . (1.17)

Including other forms o f relativistic matter, the energy density is given in terms
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of the temperature of the Universe by

Pr =  a  -  T 4. (1.18)
15 i 7

(a  multiplies the energy density of the photons, expanding the excess o f non
photonic relativistic matter, and according to the standard model of particle 
physics a  =  1.68 (Peacock, 1999).) So

a(t) oc T~\  (1-19)

The Friedmann ecpration (1.9) without cosmological constant has the form 

The characteristic timescale from these equations is the Planck time,

tP\ -  ( ~ r )  -  10_43s’ ( L21)

where h is Planck’s constant, and G is the universal gravitational constant. In 
a closed radiation dominated universe the expected time o f maximum expansion
from the hot big bang is o f the order of the Planck time, followed by a rapid

collapse (Coles & Lucchin, 1995).

For an open universe the curvature term of the Friedmann equation, (Ra )~2,
dominates over the gravitation term, U (8ttC?p ) , within a time of the order of the
Planck time, if the two terms begin with comparable size.

The estimated age of the Universe is about 10loyrs ~  106tTpi. For the Universe 
to have survived this long U would have to be very close to 1, so that

( I ) '  =  “ S t .

Estimated values of f2, at this present time, range from 0.7 and 1.25. From 
equation (1.20),

a2p( f T 1 -  1) =  Sit^,R2 =  constant. (1.23)

During radiation domination, equation (1.17),

|D-1 — 11 oc a 3 . (1.24)
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F ig u r e  1 .1 : An illustration o f  the timescales over which universes with different F R W  geom e
tries evolve

This relation shows that if ft was to begin at any amount either greater than or 
less than one, the Universe would become progressively less flat with time. So for 
the FRW model to work the very early value of ft would need to be fine-tuned to 
almost exactly one. This analysis assumes no cosmological constant contribution. 
The observational measurements of the flatness of the Universe, from the first 
acoustic peak o f the cosmic microwave background anisotropy power spectrum, 
is also influenced by the proportion of the vacuum energy in the Universe. The 
effects on the power spectrum of this degeneracy are outlined in Section 1.3.

1.1.4 The Cosmological Constant Problem

A more general, relativistically covariant, form of Einstein’s equations includes 
a cosmological constant A (Appendix C). If the energy density of the Universe 
were made up solely of this cosmological constant, a de Sitter universe, the scale 
factor of the Universe would increase exponentially. Present measurements of 
the Universe do suggest that there is a significant cosmological constant con
stituent to our Universe. But the Friedmann equations show that any A term 
will quickly dominate over other forms of energy density. In fact it is highly likely, 
given general initial conditions, that the Universe would have begun to accelerate 
exponentially a long time ago and appear nothing like it does now.

The cosmological term is equivalent to an additional form of stress energy, for
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reasons expanded on in Section 1.2,

Pva.c 

Pvac

So the vacuum energy has equation of state

u} — — =  —1 , (1.26)
P

and a vacuum energy dominated Universe has FRW solutions, from equation 

(1.14),

pv ac =  constant (1-27)

H  — Gpvapj  _  cons ân  ̂ (1.28)

a(t) oc exp (H t),  (1.29)

so the expansion accelerates with time.

Again, looking at the Friedmann equation (1.9),

87iGp c2 A
3 +  R2a2 +  I ’

the density term evolves as a-4  during radiation domination and a~3 during 
matter domination. The curvature term evolves as a-2 , whereas the vacuum
energy term remains constant. Therefore, according to the HBB model, even a
small cosmological constant constituent in the early Universe will quickly come 

to dominate the energy density.

The Supernova Cosmology project measuring an extinction of the light o f distant 
supernovae (Perlmutter et al., 1999) discovered together with CMB and large scale 
structure measurements that the Universe appears to just now be beginning to 
accelerate. The components of the Universe would correspondingly be in a ratio 
of approximately 30% matter to 70% cosmological constant. That the initial 
makeup of the Universe must be exactly such that the Universe should begin to 
accelerate at this time is a second line tuning problem.

A
87tG 1 

A
87tG

(1.25)
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1.1.5 Small Scale Inhomogeneity

The HBB model models a smooth Universe. The Universe may be smooth on 
very large scales, but visible matter in the sky on smaller scales is clumped into 
galaxies, galaxy clusters and even superclusters, with voids in between them.

The Cosmic Background Explorer satellite (CO BE) in 1992 discovered fluctua
tions in the microwave background (Davis et ai, 1992), corresponding to fluctu
ations in the density of the Universe, age 3 x 105yrs. As gravity is the only uni
versally attractive long range force, the present cosmological structure observed 
in the sky must be preceded by small density inhomogeneities in the early Uni
verse. These grew where the stabilizing effect of the pressure of the homogeneous 
and isotropic mean fluid of the Universe was much smaller than the tendency of 
density perturbations to collapse due to self-gravity. Observations of the CMB 
also show fluctuations propagating over scales larger than the physical horizon at 
that time, similar to the horizon question of Section (1.1.1).

The FRVV model contains no information about how these primeval fluctuations 
in the energy density of the Universe originated.

........... 1................................................ 1— i................................
ra d ia tio n  d o m in a tio n  t m a tte r d o m in a tio n  t , t c o sm o lo g ic a l

c o n sta n t

d o m in a tio n

F ig u r e  1 .2 : A  FR W  tim eline diagram . T he subscript ‘ eq ’ represents the epoch o f  rad ia tion - 
m atter equality. T he subscript ‘A ’ represents the epoch o f  m atter-cosm olog ica l constant equal
ity.

1.2 Inflation

Particle physics provides a possible solution to the above problems with a scenario 
in which early in the life o f the FRW  Universe there is a period of exponential 
expansion. Inflation hypothesizes that the present observable Universe is inside 
what was a causally connected and thermalized region of the Universe, which was 
inflated to greater than the size of the particle horizon.

The particle horizon is the proper distance that can be travelled by light since 
the initial singularity of the FRW model. It is the effective distance across which
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causal processes can act,

R „ ( t )  =  a(t) [ '  (1.30)
Jo «V  )

The comoving event horizon is the following quantity,

f°° cdt'
REHih) =  /  -T^r. (1.31)

Jt0 a\l )

In an FRW universe without a cosmological constant constituent, even an FRW 
universe that has been interrupted by a period of exponential expansion, the 
comoving distance a particle can travel from now to t — oo is infinite. In an 
exponentially expanding universe where the expansion goes on forever, R eh — 
c/a0H  and is a finite event horizon. A similar measure

^ h o r = r ^  (1-32)
'0 a{t'Y

where te represents the time at the end of inflation, gives a measure of the co
moving size of homogenized regions of space at the end o f inflation.

When inflation occurs the quantum fluctuations present in the energy distribution 
lead to a spectrum of physical inhomogeneities on horizon exit, which, because 
of this mechanism, are present on larger than horizon scales. A period of expo
nential expansion greatly reduces departures from global curvature, and dilutes 
the concentration of the massive stable particle species overproduced in the early 
Universe.

I will begin my review of inflation by introducing the canonical quantum field 
theory formalism. Recall the operators o f non-relativistic quantum mechanics 
(Rae, 1980; Landau & Lifshitz, 1977); the energy operator E  =  ih ~  and the
momentum operator p  =  —iftV, which both act on a wavefunction 6 ( x . t ) .  The

2
relation, for a non-relativistic particle E  =  ^  leads to the familiar Schrodinger 
equation,

d c h ? V 2cj)(x,t)
in    =    . l.-i.j

dt  2 m '

Recall also the two postulates of Special Relativity

• All inertial frames are equivalent for the formulation of physical laws.

• Velocity of light takes the same value, c, with respect to all inertial frames.
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The mathematical setup which corresponds to this is the representation of all 
physical quantities being invariant under Lorentz transformations. Lorentz trans
forms being defined to preserve the quantity:

ds2 — c2dt2 — dx2 — dy2 — dz2, (1.34)

where dx, dy, dz and dt represent displacements along three spatial axes and the
time line of the frame.

ds is the spacetime distance from {ct, x, y, z) to (ct +  cdt, x  +  dx, y +  dy, z +  dz), 
otherwise known as the invariant interval.

The Lorentz transform will be represented from now on as a 4 x 4 tensor. The 
Greek indices g, u, p etc. run from 0 to 3, and Latin letters i, j ,  k etc. run from 
1 to 3. If I represent the time coordinate, ct, as x°, and the spatial coordinates 
as x l =  (x , y , z ), the invariant interval can be represented by

The Einstein summation convention, meaning repeated indices are summed over, 
is used here. The tensor g^u is the metric, which incorporates a description of the 
geometry of spacetime. The geometry of a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe 
is described by the metric (1.6).

ds2 =  gßVdxßdxv. (1.35)

I shall be dealing first with distance and time scales which are of importance 
for trajectories and interactions of individual particles. On such scales, in the 

absence o f a strong gravitational field, the effects o f the expansion and possible 
curvature of the Universe are negligible, so the metric used for this section is the 

Minkowski metric.

(  1 0 0 0 \
0 - 1 0  0 
0 0 - 1 0  

\ 0 0 0 - 1  /

(1.36)

Also I will be representing tensors with raised and with lowered indices. The 

metric acts to raise and lower indices in this fashion

x ßgßU =  {ct, - x ,  - y ,  - z ) . (1.37)

Also, following trivially from (1.36), is the following relation:

9 ^ 9 ^  = (1.38)
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the Kronecker Delta.

Thus, returning to the point of all the formalism; aT, a vector, the spacetime 
position of a particle in one reference frame, becomes x /fi when represented in 
terms of coordinates of another inertial frame, and

x*  =  A JX - ( L39)

These are otherwise known as contravariant vectors. Scalars transform as

f t x 1) =  f t x ) .  (1.40)

Covectors, otherwise known as covariant vectors, transform as

wr ->■ K  =  (A l fawp{x). (1.41)

Finally, and most importantly, defining the 4D dot product

x ■ v =  x^v^ =  g^ x^ v" ,  (1-42)

which transforms as a scalar.

How does energy transform in this construct? Considering the velocity 4-vector
where dr is the proper time dr =  ^of a particle iC =  where dr is the proper time dr =  —, the time recorded by

an observer at rest in this frame,

l - 3 r
(c ,« ) ,  (1-43)

v  being the 3-velocity of the particle. In the rest frame of the particle, v  =  0.
Thus in the rest frame of the particle u ■ u — c2. As the dot product of the
4-velocity is a scalar quantity, it follows that u • u =  c2 in all frames.

Considering now the 4-momentum:

p  ̂ =  mu^ (1-44)

P 'P  =  pi — p 2 =  m 2 c2, (1.45)

in all frames, where m is the rest mass. The physical interpretation for po is that 
it is the total energy o f the particle,

cp0 =  c(m 2c2 +  p 2)^, (1-46)
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for a particle travelling at much less than the relativistic speeds, £ < <  c,

=  m e2 +  ^  f ... (1-47)
¿m

P“ =  ( f . 11) -  (1-48)

At this point, before I foray into scalar field theory, I shall switch to natural units.

Setting c =  h =  p o =  c0 =  1, Appendix D. I shall use natural units for the rest
of the thesis.

The Schrödinger equation (1.33) is not Lorentz invariant (it has a single derivative 
with respect to time on one side and a second order derivative with respect to time 
on the other). Therefore to find an equation applicable to relativistic quantum 
mechanics, it is appropriate to begin with the covariant formalism introduced 
above. From equation (1.48),

E 2 =  p 2 +  m 2. (1.49)

. d
E —» i —  p  —y —iV  (1.50)

2

Thus, with the operator's acting on the wave function <p(x,t),

—V 2</> +  m 2(f) (1.51)d V  V72 jr , 2

d 2 _ 2 2
+ m

dt2

<t>(x, t) =  0. (1.52)

This is the Klein-Gordon equation, and is also represented by

[ □ + m 2]0 =  0. (1.53)

The aptly named box or wave operator is

d2
□ =  —  - V 2 

dE
=  g^dpdv

=  (1.54)

If we choose (j>(x) to be a scalar then equation (1.53) is manifestly relativistically 

invariant.
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The classical equation behaviour or a system is the lowest energy limit of infinite 
possible quantum paths, also known as the minimal-action. This is similar to a. 
light beam taking the lowest energy route through any medium.

energy pathway? The answer is, light is emitted, not in a straight line, but in 
waves. Destructive interference acts far from the extremised path, while con
structive interference acts in the small wavepacket around the extremised path.

Quantum fields are also not sentient beings, but statistical distributions o f proba
bility. The classical (minimal action) behaviour is also the result of summing over 
phases. A quantum field represents a system of particles in bulk. The equation 
of motion is similar to that of a simple harmonic oscillator. A particle, in this 
formalism, is analogous to a mode of oscillation.

The action has this form

where d̂ cj), 2T) is the Lagrangian density, which displays the invariance of 
the theory. 5S =  0 gives the Euler-Lagrange equations

We have recovered the Klein-Gordon equation. Further, for a spatially homoge
neous scalar field, the spatial gradient terms are all zero,

It might be asked, how does a non-sentient photon know to travel this lowest

(1.55)

(1.56)

The Lagrangian density of a free scalar field has the form,

(1,57)

Therefore the m inim al-action equation of motion for the scalar field is

d̂ cj) +  m 2(j) =  0. (1.58)

</> +  m 2 cj) =  0. (1.59)

Now, defining another quantity , the scalar field momentum, II,
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n  = ^  = j>. ( 1.6O)
Ocp

The Hamiltonian o f the system can be deduced from 0, n  and the Lagrangian 
density,

h  = j  d3x (n<j> -  f tj

=  J  d3x ( j ) 2 -  l- f t  +  i m 2(t? Sj  

~  \ J  {ft + m2̂  . (1-61)

All o f the working above has been assuming a free, non-interacting particle, i.e. 
where there is no potential contributing to the energy. If I generalize the form of 
the Klein-Gordon equation to include any potential, it becomes

[D +  V(<f>)]<j> =  0. (1.62)

If I generalize the formalism still further, to no longer confine the equations of 
motion to laboratory scales, but to include the scale factor of the Universe, I 
must use the metric

9nv =  (  n _ „ 2 /+\r ^ • (1.63)0 — a2(t)6.,

This is for flat FRVV spacetime.

The Lagrangian density of a scalar field is now

c *  =  \ d J d “ 4,-V(<t>)

=  ^ - { ¿ W ) 2 } - V - ( #  (1 .6 4 )

Neglecting any interactions <j> has with other fluids and assuming spatial homo
geneity, the stress energy of 4> takes the form of a perfect fluid:

= {P4> + P<t>) ~  PtQ1“', i1-65)

where p$ is the scalar field energy pressure, and p$ is the energy density of the

field.
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Noether’s theorem gives (Peacock, 1996)

d
dx11

dC
d { d ^ )  dx, £ 9

fils =  0 ,

therefore

d x ^
[ d ^ d u(f> -  C cT ]  =  0.

The quantity in square brackets is the energy momentum of the field,

T f"  =  d ^ d ^ - C g ^ .

( 1 .6 6 )

(1-67)

( 1 .6 8 )

pj, is the effective energy density of the field 0 and is the effective pressure. 
The energy density is also, o f course, represented by the Hamiltonian of the field, 

equation (1.61),

P<t> f t  - C

R2+<2 a2
(V 0 )2 +  V(cf>). (1.69)

Equating equation(1.65)xgfii  ̂ to equation (1.68) gives

1 -,
P<t> Qa

2(v<̂ >)2 > — v{4>). (1.70)

If the scalar field is spatially homogeneous, which is our assumption, fitting in as 
a stage inside the normal development of an FRW cosmology, then the terms in 
curly brackets are all zero. The switch from a Minkowski metric to a FRW  metric 
also has an effect on the action for the scalar field. The integral over coordinates 
is multiplied by what is commonly know as the spacetime volume element. This 
is f t — det[gM„], a Jacobian indicating the change of coordinate system. For a 
Minkowski metric the spacetime volume element is equal to one. For the metric 

of equation (1.63),

det g,w =  

Extremising this new action

1 0
0 —a2{t)8ij

=  —a .

Sfk =  / d xa C (1.72)

gives a classical equation of motion (Appendix E)

¿  +  3 tf0  +  l / , (</>) =  O, (1.73)
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which is just the classical equation of motion for an object rolling down a slope 
with friction 3H . This is the starting point of the new inflation model proposed by 
Linde (1982) and Albrecht & Steinhardt (1982) shortly after the first hypothesis 
of inflation (Guth, 1981). At some point in the radiation dominated era of the 
early Universe there is a phase transition -  similar to a ferromagnet being cooled 
below its critical temperature. For the magnet, at the instant of passing through 
Tc different symmetry directions for the magnetic moment are chosen in different 
regions. These domains then expand. The analogous symmetry breaking for the 
Linde and Albrecht & Steinhardt papers is S U (3 )x S U (2 )x U (l) , the gauge group 
combining weak, electromagnetic and strong interactions, symmetry breaking of 
Coleman-W einberg SU(5) theory, the so-called grand unified gauge group which 
has 24 vector bosons. The symmetry breaks due to the appearance of the classical 
field:

0  =  1,1, - | ) .  (1-74)

The transition of the order parameter </>, the expectation value of the scalar field, 
from f  =  0 to a symmetry breaking minimum fo  proceeds via the creation and 
expansion of bubbles containing non-vanishing scalar fields.

First order phase transitions occur when T  ~  Tc when the order parameter ap
pears and disappears rapidly.

F ig u r e  1 .3 : A  sketch illustrating the changing potential during a first order phase transition.

When T »  Tc the potential has absolute minimum at f  =  0. As T  gets close to 
Tc two new minima develop at f  =  ±^o, with the three minima of the potential 

degenerate (Figure 1 .2 ) .
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It is assumed that at T «  Tc a first order phase transition chooses the minimum 
at <f> =  4>o, and that V(cf), T  =  0) =  0.

The shape of the resulting potential is essential to the model. The potential of 
these basic new inflatio7i, models consisted of a long, virtually flat slope between 
the origin of cj) and the symmetry broken minima, in this stage o f a FRW universe 
where all o f the energy has been converted to this scalar potential.

At a temperature below Tc the boundary between Vo(</> =  0) and Vb(</>o) may be 
traversed by quantum or thermal tunneling with the nucleation of bubbles, where 
Vo{4>) is the effective, T — 0, scalar potential (Kolb & Turner, 1990).

V « »

Figure 1.4 : An illustration, not to scale, o f  the shape o f  the potential required for slow roll 
inflation.

After bubble formation there is a rollover period while the scalar field inside the 
bubble ‘ rolls’ down the slope of the potential and if certain conditions are satisfied 
this period is long compared to the age of the Universe, H ~ l .

The first condition is that the <£> term is negligible. Between <j>i and 0 /  (the field 
at the beginning and end of inflation),

M  «  W l ,  (1 .7 5 )

and the slope is sufficiently flat, so that the term analogous to kinetic energy is 
much less than the potential energy term:

j  2
y  «  V{4>). (1 .7 6 )
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In this case the equation o f motion (1.73) takes the form:

-3H<j>~V'(<fr). (1.77)

These two conditions are more often represented in the literature (Liddle h  Lyth 
(1993), Kolb & Turner (1990)) as

V
24n 

< <  — 5-  and 
m Pi

V'
y m pl « ( 4 8 tt)2. (1.78)

The steps in between are straightforward, following from the constraints, the 
slow-roll equation, and the fact that during inflation H  remains close to constant, 
but I include working in Appendix E for completeness. Recalling the form of the 
density and pressure in equations (1.69) and (1.70), the relation (1.76) implies

P i  -  (1.79)

P* =* -V{4>), (1.80)

therefore

94  =  -P4>- (1-81)

This equation of state is familiar, from the cosmological constant problem (Section 
1.1.4), equation (1.26), showing that the scalar potential, or vacuum energy, 
during the rollover period ~  V((fr =  0) behaves as a cosmological constant. When 
this vacuum energy dominates, our bubble evolves as in equation (1.29),

a(t) oc exp (H t).  (1.82)

As cfr nears cfr0 the potential steepens and the inflationary conditions are not 
satisfied, and a(t) ceases to increase exponentially. Here the damping term related 
to the expansion of the Universe is smaller, and the equation of motion takes the 
form of a damped harmonic oscillator (Dolgov & Linde (1982), Albrecht et. al.

(1982)). cfr overshoots cfro and oscillates about the minimum, with frequency u>2 —
V"{<fro) (Kolb & Turner, 1990). These oscillations correspond to zero-m om entum  
cfr particles. The damping of these oscillations corresponds to the decay of these 
<fr particles to other particle species which couple to cfr.

Due to this another term appears in the equation of motion: F̂ cfr, where is 

the decay width of the scalar particles. The complete equation of motion is

cfr +  3 Hcfr +  +  V'(cfr) — 0. (1.83)
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Light, relativistic particle species which couple to cj) are radiated during the rapid 
oscillations over a small number of periods. fat)  convergently oscillates about fa 
according approximately to (Dolgov & Linde, 1982),

fat)  ~  0o[1 — exP(7^) cos M^t\. (1-84)

Here is the mass o f the Higgs boson as 0  tends to fa  and is the contri
bution to 7 , the damping from the 3H(f> friction term but for the case of rapid 
oscillations the main contribution to 7  arises from particle production. Thermal- 
izing interactions among these particles such as 2-b od y  scatterings and decays 
populate the other particle species. The larger part of the vacuum energy in the 
4> field must be converted to radiation this quickly as the radiation is red-shifted 
away as soon as it is converted. The process of the decay products thermalizing 
is called reheating.

-----------------1------------------ 1---------- 1-------------------1----------------- n................ ......
radiation L inflation L  m atter Uh radiation U, m atter L L , cosm ological 

dom ination dom ination dom ination dom ination constant

dom ination

Figure 1.5: Illustration o f  the tim eline with inflation; the subscript ‘reh ’ denotes the reheating 
era.

The next question is, what observable consequences would this period o f expo
nential expansion have? Between fa and cj)f there are N  e-folds of growth in the 
scale factor,

N '̂-*  M  =  In ( ^ 4 )  ■ (1.85) 

From the slow-roll equation of motion (1.77),

8tt V ((}

m l\ d t  ’

8tt V U )  dcf>
^ - - T 7 777t A ,  (1-86)

therefore

( L 8 7 )

The size of the part of the Universe which can be observed now is roughly the 
Hubble volume Hg"3. For all of the observable Universe to be inflated to out
side the horizon, the exponential expansion period would need to have lasted 
approximately 60 Hubble times, A t >  60H ~l (Appendix F).
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I now turn to the properties of the Fourier components of the field. The Fourier 
components of the scalar field, cj)(k), do not have definite values. The real and 
imaginary parts o f c/)(k) have a probability distribution which is the modulus of 
the wavefunction of a simple harmonic oscillator and, except for reality conditions, 
the phases of 4>{k) are random. These quantum fluctuations are not measurable.

During inflation the quantum fluctuations of the scalar field exit the horizon 
and becom e a classical, measureable quantity (Kiefer, 2000). As each fluctuation 
m ode, 4>{k), crosses the horizon, it has the same physical size, ~  H ^1. The 
scalar field is assumed to be in its vacuum state, thus the phase of each mode is 
random and independent from the others. The central limit theorem states that 
the distribution of a sum of independent, random variables, with distributions 
which need not be Gaussian, tends to a Gaussian as the number of variables 
tends to infinity (see e.g. Kendall & Stuart, 1969). The scalar field fluctuation, 
when written as a Fourier transform, is effectively a sum over an infinite number 
of functions of random variables. Thus the assumption that the inflaton field 
is in the vacuum state implies that the fluctuations resulting from inflation are 
Guassian. Inflation thus generates a Gaussian perturbation, its solution to the 
problem of seeding the large-scale structure.

But inflation itself has problems. The reheating mechanism of new inflation does 
not take into account the quantum dynamics of the fields when the oscillations 
have a large amplitude, or broad parametric resonance. This typically leads to 
the inflaton particle decaying explosively into other massive bosons, which decay 
into other particles. This significantly changes, and complicates, many features 
of reheating, particularly the value of the temperature o f the Universe after re
heating, and leads to problems such as the overproduction o f relic particles from 
the high temperature phase of the Universe (Kofman et a/., 1994; Lyth, 2000).

There are other early Universe models which to varying degrees offer solutions for 
the holes in the HBB model. For example, cosmic defect models tackle solely the 
problem of small-scale structure formation (Section 1.1.5), possibly in conjunc
tion with inflation. There are also a variety o f early Universe models originating 
from higher-dimensional supersymmetric theories. However, their observational 
consequences have not been calculated to the same extent as the predictions of 
the observations for inflation.

An alternative early Universe model, which I shall be looking at in detail in
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Chapter 4, is warm inflation (Berera, 1995, 1996). Warm inflation is motivated 
by the idea of an artificiality in the separation of inflation into two stages; a stage 
where all of the energy in the Universe is held in a scalar field vacuum potential, 
and a following stage where, after a rapid conversion, the Universe is filled with 
only radiation; this being hypothesised less likely than the scenario of radiation 
being present during inflation and interacting with the scalar field. An important 
prediction of this warm inflation theory is a smooth transition from inflation to 
radiation domination, without any of the problems associated with the reheating 
process of standard inflation.

1.3 The Cosmic Microwave Background Anisotropies

Before the epoch of what is variously called decoupling, recombination and last 
scattering, which occurs during the matter dominated era in the life o f the Uni
verse, baryonic matter was tightly coupled to photons through Thomson scat
tering of photons by free electrons. After this time most protons and electrons 
came together into uncharged atoms which hardly interact with photons, although 
there is some small residual ionisation. The radiation was no longer bound by 
the continuing scattering with charged matter and streamed freely through the 
Universe straight to us, unless possibly reionisation due to very early structure 
re-scattered the photons.

Discounting any reionisation, this cosmic microwave background radiation pre
serves its close to black body spectrum from the epoch of decoupling (see e.g.
Peebles, 1993).

The CMB temperature has been measured to be (see e.g. Partridge, 1995),

2 ■ 735 ±  0 • 015K. (1.88)

The fluctuations in the temperature field of the CMB radiation are a fossil record 
of the primordial fluctuations, present at a time when the Universe was an al
most uniform mixture o f this coupled photon-baryon fluid and a dark matter 
component, before the complicating effects of non-linear gravitational evolution.
Theories of structure formation must entail a complete prescription for the form 
of the initial conditions.

The Planck Surveyor satellite, planned for launch in 2007, will have noise per 
pixel of about 2 x l0 ~ 6/P, and an angular resolution which varies between 5 and
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30 arcminutes, dependent on frequency. Compare this to the last all-sky CMB 
anisotropy experiment from which we have data, the Cosmic Background Ex
plorer (CO BE) Differential Microwave Radiometer (D M R) satellite instrument, 
launched in 1988, which had an angular resolution of 7° and a signal-to-noise 
per pixel o f approximately one.

The upcoming M AP and Planck satellite experiments will produce CMB obser
vations of unprecedented accuracy and completeness. M y research has entailed 
developing tests o f Early Universe theories for the new high quality data.

1.3.1 Properties of Gaussian Fluctuations

Inflation predicts a spectrum of density perturbations in the matter distribution 
of the primordial Universe, to be reflected in the CM B, which forms an almost 
perfect Gaussian random field.

When looking at a Gaussian spectrum of initial density fluctuations, its statistical 
properties are completely specified by its power spectrum, or, equivalently, by the 
autocorrelation function. Another useful statistical quantity o f the density field, 
to distinguish between Gaussian and non-Gaussian fields, is its bispectrum.

Defining the density contrast for use in all the calculations

where p (x )  is the energy density, and p is the mean energy density. 

Expressing the density contrast in a Fourier expansion of wavenumber k ,

5p(x) p { x ) - p
(1.89)

(1.90)

and

(1.91)
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Autocorrelation Function

The autocorrelation function of the density field is defined to be

f ( r )  =  (S( x  +  r )S (x ) )a 11 skies, (1.92)

where the angle brackets represent an ensemble average, an average taken over 
all possible Universes.

Another property of Gaussian random density fields is that in their context the 
Ergodic Theorem applies. If P(k)  is continuous then averages taken over a large 
spatial volume, L3, are equivalent to averages over all skies (Adler, 1981). This 
results from the assumption that the set of all possible Universes forms a Gaussian 
distribution. This cannot possibly be proven, but the Gaussian field is a more 
likely candidate to model nature than any other. The ergodic theorem swaps 
one Gaussian distribution, which we cannot measure, for another, which we have 
access to. So the average above can be calculated using ergodicity to be

£(r ) =  ¿ 3 (9 ^ 3  J  l^ -Texp ( - i k  ■ r )d 3k. (1.93)

This writes the notional average over infinity in equations (1.90) and (1.91) now as 
over physical length L, taken to be larger than any scale of cosmological interest.

Returning henceforth to the notional average over infinity.

Power Spectrum

For an isotropic and homogeneous density field the power spectrum is defined to 
b e

(¿(fcrM fea)) =  (2n)3P (k )83D( k 1 +  fc2), (1.94)

where the angle brackets again represent an ensemble average. 83D is the Dirac 
delta function. The relation above depends completely on the isotropy and ho
mogeneity of the field. The isotropy of the field implies that the power spectrum 
is isotropic, and depends only on k =  \k\.

m  =  ( i 4 i 2) (i.95 )

The Dirac delta function, in the definition of the power spectrum, also arises from
an assumption of isotropy and homogeneity. The power spectrum is the Fourier
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transform of the autocorrelation function, from equation (1.93),

P (k ) =  (27t)3 J  £ (r) exp (ik ■ r )d 3r. (1.96)

This relation was shown in Section (1.3.1) above using ergodicity. If I derive this 
relation more explicitly, using the ensemble average, beginning from equation 
(1.92),

£(r) =  (S(x +  r ) 6 ( x ) )

=  77—7X /  d3kd3k'(6(k)5(k '))  exp (—ik ■ r )  exp[—i (k  +  k') ■ ®],
(27t) J

and compare the left and right sides, it is clear that the right hand side cannot 
contain any explicit dependence on x .  Isotropy and homogeneity demands that 
the correlation between two points can only depend on the distance o f one from 
other. Therefore the definition of the power spectrum, equation (1.94), must 
contain a Dirac delta function of the form S^(k 1 +  k 2).

Bispectrum

On its own the power spectrum (or autocorrelation function) cannot distinguish 

between Gaussian and non-Gaussian fields.

Isotropy of a real field also implies the isotropy and homogeneity of its Fourier 
components (Adler, 1981). For an isotropic and homogeneous field we have the 
form of the power spectrum, equation (1.94),

(i(fe1)<J(fc2)) =  (2 n )3P (k )53D(ki  +  fe2). (1-97)

This definition incorporates the symmetries of the field. The power spectrum 
can depend only on k =  |Aq| because of isotropy. There cannot be an inherent 
dependence on a particular wavevector k. Once more, to preserve isotropy and 
homogeneity, the only part of the variables Aq and fc2 that can survive on the 
right hand side is their relation to each other, so the delta function is a statement 

o f translational invariance.

Similarly the Bispectrum is defined to be

(5 (k i )6 (k 2)6 (k3)) =  (2n)3B ( k u fc2, k 3)S3D(ki +  k 2 +  fe3), (1.98)
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with exactly the same symmetry conditions holding, i.e. those arising from the ho
mogeneity of the 3-point function in real space. For a Gaussian field B( ki ,  ^ 2,^ 3 ) 
is zero (Appendix G), but in general B  is non-zero (Luo, 1994a).

1.3.2 The Angular Power Spectrum of the CMB

The temperature fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background are always ex
panded in terms of spherical functions, such as spherical harmonics or associated 
Legendre functions, as the CMB is distributed over the sphere of the sky. There 
is a dipole anisotropy due to our peculiar velocity with respect to the cosmic rest 
frame. Expanding the CMB temperature into separate components in the nota
tion of Liddle and Lyth in The Cold Dark Matter Density Perturbation, 1993, as 
a function of angular direction in the sky,

where v is our peculiar velocity, our velocity without cosmic expansion, and e is 
a unit direction vector.

The v • e term is the approximate form of the dipole component, neglecting the 
small quadrupole component from relativistic effects from our velocity,

Because anisotropies on different angular scales across the sky are caused by 
different effects, the A T(9,(j>) term can be expanded in spherical harmonics, Mm, 
which form a complete set of orthogonal functions on the surface of the unit 
sphere.

T{0,  <t>) =  T(e)

— mean temperature +  dipole component +  other components (1.99)

T  +  v • e +  AT(e),

( 1 . 1 0 0 )

( 1 . 1 0 1 )
1=2 m= — l

where

( 1 .1 0 2 )

and Sh is the Ivronecker Delta.
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The sum in I excludes the monopole fluctuation, which cannot be measured, and 
the dipole component, which is dominated by the Earth’s motion with respect 
to the expansion o f the Universe. The a/ms are our stochastic variables. They 
are coefficients of the spherical harmonic expansion of a field distributed on a 
sphere. According to the present best estimates from CMB experiments, the 
CMB anisotropies form a Gaussian field with zero mean. Therefore, given that 

any linear combination of Gaussian fields is also Gaussian, the resulting aims are 
expected to be Gaussian with zero mean,

(aim) =  0. (1.103)

CMB experiments and theories most often produce plots o f the angular power 
spectrum Ci against multipole coefficients /,

=  fifl'timm'Cl- (1.104)

This is the starting point for most CMB analysis for the purposes of testing early 
Universe models. The angular power spectrum bins the fluctuations on the sky 
into a representation of power on different angular scales. Particular physical 
effects in the Universe leave a signature on particular scales.

Early Universe theories yield a three-dimensional distribution of primordial grav
itational perturbations. $(fc) labels a Fourier mode of perturbation, so that we 
can more easily distinguish between gravitational oscillations on different scales. 

The gravitational perturbation leads to the field o f fluctuations on the CMB sky 
via (Wang & Kamionkowski, 2000)

aim =  ( 4 t t )H ) ' J  d3k $ ( k )  A , (fc)*im(e), (1.105)

where A i(k)  is the photon transfer function which relates the photon temperature 
to the gravitational field, encompassing a variety of physical processes. I shall re
view some of the various physical effects which determine the usually complicated 

form of the transfer function in the next section.

1.3.3 The Imprint of Cosmological Parameters on the CMB  
Power Spectrum

As the temperature of the Universe decreased with time, it passed through the 
epoch of m atter-radiation equality. During the initial phase of matter domina
tion, when the temperature of the radiation in the Universe is above the ionization
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temperature of hydrogen, the electrons present in the matter, which are electro- 
magnetically coupled to the baryons, continue to Thom son-Com pton scatter off 
the photons.

q=p+k

F ig u r e  1 .6 : An electron with m om entum  p C om pton  scatters o ff a photon  with m om entum  
k.

This photon pressure opposes the gravitational attraction on the baryons of the 
primordial overdensities which are present in the dark matter distribution which 
interacts only gravitationally. For most models of inflation the spectrum of these 
perturbations has the form

¿ o c f c ” , (1.106)

where n is mostly close to 1.

When the temperature of the Universe drops below the ionization temperature 
of hydrogen, a proportion of the electrons and protons come together to form 
hydrogen. For historical reasons this process is called recombination. As the 
temperature continues to drop, the proportion of uncombined baryons to neutral 
atoms falls, as it would in the laboratory. When the baryonic matter forms 
neutral atoms, the photons no longer interact with it, and they stream through 
the Universe in a straight line (neglecting possible cosmological reionisation, and 
a small proportion of charged matter present in the large scale structure of the 
Universe) to us. Therefore the point at which the CMB photons were released 
at recombination, approximately 300 000 years after what in the FRW Universe 
would be the initial singularity, is termed the last scattering surface.

The difference in time between the first combination of some neutrons and protons 
into atoms and the matter having all combined is referred to in the literature as the 
thickness o f  the last scattering surface. The temperature at which last scattering 
occurs, in natural units, is 0.3eV. The binding energy of hydrogen, B, is

B  =  nip +  m e — mu =  13eV, (1.107)
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where m p, m e and mu are the masses of the proton, the electron and of the 
hydrogen atom respectively. After recombination, the mean free path of the 
photons is greater than the Hubble radius, but before recombination the Universe 
is in thermal equilibrium, and the process

p +  e ^  H  +  7 , (1.108)

where p, e, H  and 7  represent a proton, an electron, a hydrogen atom and a 
photon, is governed by equilibrium thermodynamics. The temperature distribu
tion o f the radiation before recombination is represented by the Planck blackbody 
function, as plotted in Figure 1.7.

0 10 20 30 40 50
angular frequency (1014 s"1)

Figure 1.7: T he shape o f  the Planck radiation curve, o f  energy density against frequency, for 
a b lackbody o f  tem perature o f  3300K .

There are still enough high energy photons present until last scattering to keep 
a large proportion of the matter ionised. Recombination is generally set at the 
point when 90% of the electrons have combined with protons.

If X eq is the equilibrium ionisation fraction, the proportion of the protons which 
are ionised while the Universe is in thermal equilibrium, then its temperature 
evolution is governed by the Saha equation (see e.g. Kolb & Turner, 1990)

1 - X m 4^2C(3) f T \ i  ( B \  „
( r )  ' ( U 0 9 )
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C(3) is the Riemann zeta function of 3, and rj is the baryon-to-photon ration. 
It is r] and (T/me)3/ 2 being small numbers that requires the temperature, T , to 
drop to 0.3eV before 90% of the electrons have combined. The thermal nature of 
the radiation is preserved after it is released at recombination, Appendix H.

Before recombination the expanding and cooling Universe contains a dark matter 
component with a distribution of over and under-densities. Consider an over
density in the dark matter distribution. It can be considered as a potential well 
with the lip at the point where the density is the average dark matter density. 
When the edges of the potential well pass through the sound horizon, a (com ov- 
ing) standing wave oscillation in the photon-baryon fluid begins, the lips of the 
well being the nodes. The phase of an oscillation effects its imprint on the power

gravitational com pression

photon pressure

photon pressure

F ig u r e  1 .8 : T he photon  pressure from  T hom pson -C om pton  scattering in the coupled photon - 
baryon fluid resists gravitational com pression. As the baryonic m atter first drops into the well, 
at sound horizon exit, the fluid begins to com press and photon  pressure affects the poten 
tial, causing it to begin to decay. However the highly com pressed fluid re-expands, reaches a 
m axim um  and then recollapses, the initial com pression driving the oscillations.

spectrum of the CMB, leading to acoustic peaks in the power spectrum (Hu & 
Sugiyama, 1996).

The oscillation can be modelled a.s a simple harmonic oscillator with effective 
dimensionless mass nieff =  1 +  R  where

pb +  Pb
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Figure 1.9: D iagram  illustrating the way the size o f  a fluctuation im prints on the m icrowave 
background.

The above relation is the baryon-momentum density ratio. The baryon density 
has an effect on the oscillation of the fluid and therefore the heights of the acoustic 
peaks.

The cosmic microwave background is received by us as a distribution over the sky. 
The appearance of the fluctuations will be affected by the path the photons have 
taken to us, which depends on the geometry of the Universe, and of course the 
imprint o f various oscillations at recombination depends on the rate of expansion 

of the Universe.

Toward the smallest wavelength end of the power spectrum the peaks are damped 
by the effect o f the finite time it takes for the hydrogen atoms to form. Until 
all the matter becomes neutral, the presence of ionized matter causes photons to 
have a short enough mean free path that the effect o f oscillations from the smaller 
sized potential wells is averaged out. During decoupling, in the time between the 
strong photon-baryon coupling and photon free-streaming, the photons begin to
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diffuse out of their local matter potentials. The same photon can then impact 
with baryons in underdensities as well as overdensities and, where the diameter 
of the potential wells are small, can move in and out of several of them before 
free streaming. This collisional damping process is why oscillations at smaller 
wavelengths do not appear in the predicted C-MB power spectrum, and it is also 
known as Silk or diffusion damping, but sometimes is just called the thickness of 
the last scattering surface.

Defining s* as the size of the size horizon at last scattering, wavelengths longer 
than the critical wavelength (corresponding to wavenumber ¡¿a — f - )  will not 
have passed through the sound horizon on the release on the CMB photons. As a 
result the region o f the CMB power spectrum corresponding to these wavelengths, 
which subtend angles < 1 ° on the sky, exhibits no oscillations.

The CMB distribution we observe has hot and cold spots corresponding to regions 
o f compression and rarefraction of the fluid, and the photons also experience a 
gravitational redshift resulting from climbing out of gravitational wells. This last 
effect is known as the Sachs-Wolfe effect. This (apart from any peculiar velocity of 
the last scattering surface and the effects of re-scattering from any reionisation) is 
the only physics exhibited in the power spectrum below wavenumber C4 . For this 
region of the power spectrum, for the particular case of a spatially flat Universe 
and an adiabatic spectrum of perturbations, the transfer function of equation 
(1.105) has the simple form (Wang & Kamionkowski, 2000):

A Sachs-Wolfe =  1 ^ * ) ,  ( L m )

where ji is a spherical Bessel function, and r* is the distance the photon has 
travelled from the last scattering surface.

The integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect is the effect of the combined gravitational red- 
shifts the photon experiences along the line-of-site from recombination.

Predictions of the CMB power spectrum (Seljak & Zaldarriaga (1996), Turner 
(1998)) are calculated for parameter estimation given values for the Hubble con
stant, the cosmological constant contribution to the density of the Universe, the 
curvature of the Universe and the baryon content and cold dark matter density. 
There are further contributions from up to seven other cosmological parameters, 
such as that of hot dark matter content, such as massive neutrinos which damp 
out density fluctuations due to their thermal motion, which can alter the power 
spectrum, Figure 1.10.
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l

F ig u r e  1 .1 0 : P lot o f  sim ulated C M B  power spectra for varying hot dark m atter content. 
T he the power spectrum  plotted in blue contains a 2% proportion  o f  hot dark m atter, cold 
dark m atter density o f  0.25 and baryon fraction 0.03. The power spectrum  plotted in purple 
con ta ins the highest proportion  o f  hot dark m atter, an unchanged C D M  density o f  0.25 and 
baryon fraction 0.01. The turquoise line was generated with no hot dark m atter content and 
baryon fraction 0.05. All o f  the three sim ulations have a total density o f  1.

The fluctuations on la.rge angular scales do not display acoustic peaks as, at 
recombination, fluctuations on these scales have not entered the sound horizon. 
The shape of the power spectrum in this region reflects the spectral index of the 
underlying cosmological model, Figure 1.11.

The power spectrum on smaller angular scales features acoustic oscillations which, 
through the mechanism just described, are sensitive to the geometry, size and 
constituents of the Universe.

Increasing the baryon density, ftbh2 at last scattering increases the inertia so 
reducing the sound speed of the photon-baryon fluid, so the acoustic peaks move. 
Plus this increase in ba.ryons increases the pressure on infall into the cold dark 
matter potentials, therefore increasing the amplitude of the acoustic oscillations. 
Increasing the total matter density, fl0h2, would move m atter-radiation equality 
to an earlier time. Increasing cold dark matter density would, with total density 
fixed, decrease the baryon fraction, so having the opposite effect, Figure 1.12, 

(Jungman et al., 1996).

The first acoustic peak represents the extreme of the fluctuation at the exact size 
of the sound horizon at the surface of last scattering. The angular scale subtended
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by a, fixed physical scale on the sky is given by the angular diameter distance of 
Section 1 .1 , equations ( 1 .6 ) and (1.7). Thus the position of the first acoustic 
peak is a measure of the total density of the Universe, through its curvature, 
H equation (1.12), Figure 1.13. Therefore the CMB can be a useful way to 
estimate cosmological parameters accurately. However some degeneracies still 
exist. Models with the same angular diameter distance are difficult to distinguish.

If the curvature o f the Universe is changed, the value of the Hubble constant 
will also be affected. Similarly, increasing the cosmological constant contribution 
does not change the shape of the oscillations, but shifts the conversion from the 
physical scale to the angular scale on the sky. This is analogous to decreasing 
the curvature. These degeneracies can be lifted by combining CMB data with 
large-scale-structure datasets, for example Percival et al. (2001), or supernova 
data, for example Perlmutter et al. (1999), Figure 1.14.

The CM BFAST code of Seljak and Zaldarriaga creates simulated cosmic mi
crowave background power spectra using an integrated line-of-sight method. 
This code was used to create the plots in figures (1.10) to (1.13), and I have 
used the code to simulate Planck data for the developed tests o f the microwave 
background.
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l

F ig u r e  1 .1 1 : P lot o f  sim ulated C M B  power spectra for varying scalar spectral indices. The 
blue line has n =  1, the purple line has n =  1.05, and the turquoise line has n — 0.95. A ll three 
spectra have been norm alized to m atch the C O B E  observations at angular m ultipole I =  2.

1

F ig u r e  1 .1 2 : P lot o f  sim ulated C M B  power spectra for varying cold  dark m atter content. The 
the power spectrum  plotted in blue contains a. 25%  proportion  o f  cold dark m atter, with 12a 
equal to 0.7 and a baryon fraction o f  0.05. T he purple power spectrum  contains the highest 
proportion  o f  cold dark m atter, 40%), with Q a equal to 0.56 and baryon fraction 0.04. The 
power spectrum  plotted in turquoise has the lowest C D M  fraction  o f  10%, î! a =  0.84 and 
baryon fraction 0.06. So again, all three sim ulated power spectra have total density equal to 1.
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1

F ig u r e  1 .1 3 : P lot o f  sim ulated C M B  power spectra for different values o f  spatial curvature. 
The purple line shows the power spectrum  for an fi =  1 universe. The universe o f  the blue 
power spectrum  has a total density o f  0.8. The turquoise line has the lowest total density o f  
0.6. I reduced all o f  the quantities contributing to the total density proportionally, so this plot 
is som ew hat altered by other physical effects, such as the results o f  reducing the baryon content 
o f  a universe.

0»

F ig u r e  1 .1 4 : This plot, o f  the slice o f  likelihood space is taken from  Tegm ark et al.
(2001). Here, data from  C O B E  and various other C M B  experim ents have been com bined with 
the IR AS Point Source C atalogue Redshift. dataset, and also with the predictions from  Big 
Bang Nucleosynthesis, the favoured m odel for the form ation o f  m atter.



Chapter 2 

The Correlation Function of 
Peaks

Now is a time of rapid development in the status o f the experimental CMB data. 
The M AP and Planck Surveyor satellite experiments will produce CMB obser

vations of unprecedented accuracy and completeness, offering the possibility of 
accurate determination o f cosmological parameters, provided that the theoretical 
modelling around which it is based is proven applicable.

The first o f my research projects, working with Alan Heavens, is a m odel- 
independent test o f the Gaussianity of the anisotropies in the CMB (Heavens 
& Gupta 2001). A Gaussian spectrum of perturbations would be a key signature 
o f a single held inflation model, and the limiting case for large numbers of fields 
in multiple held inflation models.

We have carried out the dehnitive calculation o f the correlation function of peaks 
in the microwave background for Gaussian perturbations, for arbitrary peak sep
arations on the sky. The resulting expression, for a given power spectrum, has no 
other parameter dependence, and applies for all sky separations, so it is complete.

The work in this chapter is divided into two parts. The first part I shall describe 
is the the computation of the two-point correlation function o f local maxima (or 
minima) in the temperature of the microwave background, in the case where it is a 
random Gaussian held. For a given power spectrum and peak threshold there are 
no adjustable parameters, and since this analysis does not make the small-angle 
approximation of Heavens & Sheth (1999), it is complete. We will see oscillatory 
features which are absent in the full temperature autocorrelation function, and
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it will also be found that the small-angle approximation to the peak-peak corre
lation function is accurate to better than 0.01 on all scales. These high-precision 
predictions can form the basis of a sensitive test of the Gaussian hypothesis with 
upcoming all-sky microwave background experiments M AP and Planck, affording 
a thorough test of the inflationary theory of the early Universe. We also show 
how peak statistics can be a valuable tool in assessing and statistically removing 
contamination of the map by foreground point sources.

The second part o f this project is a comparison of the performance of two tests 
of Gaussianity. To illustrate the effectiveness of the peak-correlation function 
technique, we apply it to simulated maps of the microwave sky arising from the 
cosmic string model o f structure formation, and compare with the bispectrum 
as a non-Gaussian discriminant. We find that, for this non-Gaussian model, 
the peak-peak correlation function is a significantly better discriminant than the 
bispectrum, and even a 12.5° x 12.5° patch of CMB sky can distinguish string 
induced perturbations from a Gaussian field.

2.1 Introduction

The cosmic microwave background radiation (CM B) presents an ideal opportu
nity to test theories of the early Universe. At the time of last scattering, the 
Universe was a relatively straightforward, almost uniform, mixture of photons, 
baryons, electrons and dark matter. The physics is well-understood, and free 
from the effects which complicate the interpretation o f the present-day matter 
distribution. The microwave background thus offers the possibility of accurately 
testing models of structure formation. A generic test can readily be made be
tween two classes of structure-formation model, based on inflation and cosmic 
defects respectively. There are several ways to do this; the power spectrum itself 
is a useful discriminant of specific models. We concentrate here on a generic test: 
most inflationary models predict that the microwave background temperature 
map will be very close to a random Gaussian field, whereas generically defect 
models predict a non-Gaussian temperature map. It turns out that testing the 
Gaussian nature of the initial fluctuations is easier through analysis of CMB fluc
tuations than large-scale structure (Verde et al., 2000), although tests based on 
number densities of high-redshift objects may also be useful (Robinson et al., 
2000; Matarrese et al., 2000).
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Current evidence from Boomerang (de Bernardis et al., 2001) and M AXIM A 
(Balbi et a/., 2001a,b; Stompor et al., 2001) favours inflation models, since the 
power spectrum is acceptable for certain combinations of cosmological parame
ters. Indeed, the major scientific goal of these and future experiments such as the 
M AP and Planck Surveyor satellites is to derive cosmological parameters from 
the power spectrum. To make this interpretation requires that the temperature 
map is created by inflation or some similar process, not by defects, and that the 
map is not seriously contaminated by foregrounds. In both of these areas, the 
statistics o f peaks can be a valuable tool. The process is quite straightforward: 
given a power spectrum, the statistical properties o f peaks of a Gaussian field are 
fully determined —  there are no free parameters. If the peaks are not consistent 
with the predictions, then either the CMB temperature map is not Gaussian, or 
it is significantly contaminated by foregrounds, or both. In either of these cases, 
the derived cosmological parameters from the power spectrum will be suspect. 
In this chapter, we compute the predictions for the correlation function of local 
maxima (and minima) for a Gaussian field. The analysis generalises the work 
of Heavens & Sheth (1999) by dropping the small-angle approximation: the re
sults of this chapter can be used for all valid separations on the sky. There are 
several ways to test the Gaussian hypothesis, such as the three-point function 
(e.g. Hinshaw et al., 1994; Falk et al., 1993; Luo & Schramm, 1993; Gangui et al., 
1994), the genus and Euler-Poincare statistic (Coles, 1988; Gott et al., 1990; Luo, 
1994b; Smoot et al., 1994), the bispectrum (Luo, 1994a; Heavens, 1998; Ferreira 
et al., 1998), studies of tensor modes in the CMB (Coulson et al., 1994), excursion 
set properties (Barreiro et al., 1998, 2001), peak statistics (Bond & Efstathiou, 
1987; Kogut et al., 1995, 1996; Barreiro et al., 1997) and wavelet analyses (e.g. 
Mukherjee et al., 2000; Aghanim & Forni, 1999; Forni & Aghanim, 1999). One 
advantage which the method presented here has above others is the possibility of 
assessing and removing contamination by foreground point sources. We return to 
this in the discussion. Non-Gaussian signals have been reported for the COBE 
map by Ferreira et al. (1998) (see also Pando et al., 1998; Kamionkowski & Jaffe, 
1998; Bromley & Tegmark, 1999; Mukherjee et al., 2000; Magueijo, 2000). If this 
non-Gaussian signal is really present in the microwave background map, and not 
the result o f some artefact (Banday et al., 2000), then it would be a severe chal
lenge to inflation models, as it is many orders o f magnitude larger than expected 
(e.g. Verde et al., 2000, and references therein).
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2.2 Method

In this section, we compute the two-point correlation function of local maxima 
in 2D Gaussian random fields on the surface of a sphere. The method essentially 
follows that o f Heavens & Sheth (1999), who used a Fourier analysis which as
sumed a flat sky. That analysis should be accurate for small separations; the 
analysis we present in this chapter is general.

2.2.1 Peaks on the surface of a sphere

We define the temperature fluctuation by 6(9, <j>) =  T (6,<j>)/T — 1, where T  is the 
mean temperature, and its spherical harmonic transform by

a<m=  j '  d2i l 6 ( 9 ^ ) Y r ( 0 A )  (2 -1 )

where fl =  (9,<p). The inverse is

5 (0 ,4 , )=  Y  (2.2)
— £=0,co

If the temperature map is a random Gaussian field, the statistical properties of 
the fluctuations are specified entirely by the power spectrum, Ce, defined by

(aim^'m') =  Cl&U'&mm' (2-3)

where angle brackets indicate ensemble averages, and SK is a Kronecker delta 
function. The autocorrelation function of the temperature for points at (9,(p), 
(9',<p'), separated by an angle ip is

F(x)  = (6(0, m «',<#.')) = Y c ,  ( ^ 7! )  Pt(z)  (2.4)

where x =  cos ip and Pc is a Legendre polynomial. The remainder of the calcula
tion of the peak-peak correlation function follows the method outlined in Heavens 
& Sheth (1999). We compute the 12 x 12 covariance matrix M y =  (V{Vj), where 
Vi =  ( v i , v 2) and the vectors v specify the field and its derivatives at the two 
points: v =  (6, 6 ,̂ 69, 6^ , 6^ , 690). Note that 5$ =  d5/dcp etc.. We show how to 
compute the components of the covariance matrix by an example, from which 
the other components can be readily generalised. Consider the correlation of
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derivatives in the 0  direction at two points (1) and (2):

< < W * >  =  (-2.5)
<?' ,m'

We take the derivatives outside the summation, use the orthogonality of the â m

(2.3), and use the addition theorem for spherical harmonics:

J2Yr(t>u<h)yr(thm  =  ( 2 -6 )
m

This yields

/A(1)3(2)*\ =
<90i<902 4tr

Writing x =  cos 9\ cos 82 +  sin 9\ sin 92 cos(0i — 0 2) we can differentiate to compute
the covariance matrix element. This is aided by noting that these functions are
independent of the absolute positions or orientations o f the two points on the 
sphere, depending only on their separation. We can therefore simplify the algebra 
by taking 9i — #2 =  7t/2, <-pi =  0, and 02 =  0- This element simplifies to

(2 .7 )

<W*> = £ ^ C'
1

dPe(x) 1 d2Pe(x) . 2 ;
— - cos 0 --------7- 5-^  sm 0

dx dxz
(2.8)

Other elements are readily obtained by similar methods using Mathematica.

The two-point correlation function of peaks over heights U\ and i/2 is the excess 
probability o f finding two of the peaks separated by a distance r relative to the 
probability if there were no clustering. We invert M  to get the joint probability 

distribution for the 12 variables,

P(Vl’ V2) =  (2Jr)°||M||^eXP ■ (Z 9 >

and integrate subject to constraints that the two points are maxima:

p(r\uu u2)
I +  t{r\isu v2) =

npk(^i)npk(u2)

1 » * 1  r x  2 py /x :2- £ 2

A9in vk(vi)nvk(v2) Jx!=  0 Jx2= 0 Jy1= - x 1 Jy2= - x 2 J z^ -^ / x j-Y ?

r \/x 2 ~y2
/  " j  d X 1dX 2dY1dY2dZ1dZ2 ( X l  -  i f  -  Z 2) (2.10)

JZ2=-y/X*-Y*

x (Xl-  YÌ -  =  0 ,^ ,À '2, n , Z 2, r =  0).
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where npk{u)du is the number density o f peaks between height v and v +  dv, given 
by A1.9 of Bond & Efstathiou (1987). By symmetry, (2.10) is also the correlation 
function of minima at — j/ l5 —z/2. We have defined the symbols

//

W

de

X

Y

Z

5

V 0
d(f)

<*i

cr i
(£<60 +  dee)

cr2
(S^  — See)

2 Sa

and the moments of the power spectrum are defined by

>.11)

crn =
2 _a

F(  1)
2F'(1)

4[F '(1 ) +  2F"{1)} (2.12)

where ^ '( l )  =  dF{x)jdx\x=i etc. We also define the spectral parameters

^ =  a H (a 0a2) 9* =  V 2 —  .
<?2

(2.13)

These allow simplification of the covariance matrix, with variables in the order 
(ui, ??0i , AT, Y i, z/2, d<t>2 ■> W2, V2, r/ei, Zx, r)g2, Z 2 ), to the block form

A B O  
Mi, =  | A  0

0 0 c
(2.14)

where

A =

0
0
0

\

V o  0 0 (1 -  01) /2  /

Defining h(x) =  F ( x )/<7q, S =  sin^ and C  =  cos <̂ , B

.15)
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where /r(3)(.T) =  h '"(x ) etc, and we write the lower triangle in terms of the upper 
triangular matrix for conciseness. Finally,
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/

The correlation function for peaks above a certain threshold u is obtained by 
performing two further integrations over v\ and U2-, and replacing the differential 

number densities npk{y ) in the denominator of (2.10) by numerically-evaluated 
integrals npk(> u). For peaks above a threshold, the SD integration can be 
reduced to 6, as the integrals over 1/2 and Z2 can be done analytically. Very 
accurate integrations can then be done on a desktop workstation in about 50 
seconds.

2.3 Results

We run CM BFAST (Seljak & Zaldarriaga, 1996) to generate the power spectrum 
Ce, and model the beam with a Gaussian o f FW HM  b by multiplying the power 
spectrum by a Gaussian exp [—<j2t ( t  +  1)], with a =  b/V8 In 2. We have not 
included the effects of gravitational lensing on the temperature field. As shown by 
Takada et al. (2000), the effect is small except for separations up to the first peak, 
where the anticorrelation is reduced in magnitude. Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 show the 
correlation function of peaks above a ler threshold for a mixed dark matter model,
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F ig u r e  2 .1 : (Solid line) T he correlation function for peaks above a + lc r  threshold, in a m ixed 
dark m atter m odel with C D M , vacuum  and baryon density parameters VLc d m  =  0.8, f =  0.15 
and Q b  — 0.05. H ubble constant is H o =  60 km s_1 M p c- 1 . For com parison, the fla t-sky  
results o f  Heavens & Sheth (1999) are shown dotted. T he results coincide to an accuracy o f 
better than 0.004.

along with the results o f the flat-sky calculation of Heavens & Sheth (1999). The 
differences above 200 arcminutes separation are at the level o f ~  0.005, and 
appear to be an offset between the two functions. The cosmic variance error on a 
correlation measurement creates symmetric uncertainty, equally likely to over or 
underpredict the magnitude of the correlation function. The plot in Figure 2.2 
shows a calculation of the two correlation functions carried out using numerical 
integration. The accuracy of the numerical integration was tested, showing a 
level of error converging to 0.0003, which, comparing to the difference between 
the full and flat sky codes, ~  0.005, shows that these differences in the predictions 
of the two point correlation function of peaks, made using the full and flat sky 
assumption, are real.

2.4 Correlation function vs bispectrum for string 
maps

The statistics of non-Gaussian fields, with a very few exceptions, such as the 
chi-squared field, are very difficult to calculate. In most cases the only test o f the 
statistics for a specific non-Gaussian distribution would call for involved simula
tions of physical processes, and generation of a large number of realisations from
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CO

0 / a r c m i n

F ig u r e  2 .2 : As Fig. 2.1, but at larger angle separations between 3.3 and 16.7 degrees.

the simulation of the model for statistical averaging. Therefore, in order to test 
for non-Gaussianity, many tests o f Gaussianity have been developed. The meth
ods will fare differently depending on the exact properties o f the non-Gaussian 
field considered. Here we focus on one particular non-Gaussian field, produced 
by a network o f cosmic strings. Fig. 2.3 shows a realisation of the tempera
ture map expected from cosmic strings, one of two very kindly provided for us by 
Francois Bouchet. The lensing effect of the moving strings is added to a Gaussian 
background map, approximately as expected from the string model (Pen et al., 
1997) (see also Simatos h  Perivolaropoulos, 2000; Avelino & Martins, 2000). We 
consider two diagnostics: the peak-peak correlation function, and the bispectrum 
(e.g. Heavens, 1998; Ferreira et al., 1998; Gangui & Martin, 2000). The string 
maps we have are 12.5° by 12.5°, and we would expect the bispectrum to have 
difficulty in distinguishing these maps from Gaussian maps with the same power 
spectrum (Luo, 1994a). The interesting question is whether the peak correlation 
function can do better. Since the string simulations are performed on a small, 
close-to-flat patch on the sphere of the sky, we use a Fourier transform to compute 
the flat-sky bispectrum from the Fourier coefficients S(k ) =  f  cl2x 6 ( x )  e x p (ik -x ) .  
The values of the bispectrum and power spectrum, as introduced in Section 1.3, 
equations (1.98) and (1.94), are thus projected onto a 2D surface.

(S(k1)S(k2)S(k3)) =  (2n)2B (k u k2, k3)52D(k ,  +  k 2 +  fe3) (2.18)

(<J(fci)<S( k 2)) =  (2n)2P {k 1)82D(k 1 +  fc2) (2.19)
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F ig u r e  2.3: Sim ulated sky m ap for cosm ic strings, consisting o f  a Gaussian background, with 
the lensing effect o f  a string network superim posed. Peaks above 1<t are circled.

These are the continuous forms. The temperature variation in the sky is of 
course continuous, but working with data on a computer usually means using 
discrete values o f position and the data is in a finite square (Figure 2.4). The 
data are two 500 by 500 arrays of discrete values of 8T/T in units o f 2 x l 0 -6 . 
The Fourier transforms we use for the analysis of simulated sky maps are thus 
discrete transforms. Therefore the 5(k) is a discrete transform in a finite box, 
not over all space.

Figure 2 .4 : Discrete box  im posed on C M B  sky.

As a result of this, the delta function

+  k 2) ->• ^ ¿fc, _fc2; (2.20)
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where 6h is the Ivronecker Delta.

500
S(x) —¥ exp (—ik ■ x )5 (k ) .

Tì-x î ly =0
'2 .21 )

k  =  —  (  Ux 
"  L \ n y

[2.22)

nx and ny are integers.

In practice, the quantity used in the analysis of the maps is the bispectrum
estimator,

D r R e(i(fe1)i(fc2)i(fe3)) 
L2

(Da) =  (B{kl i k2M ) -

(2.23)

(2.24)

This quantity is equivalent to the bispectrum, as the bispectrum triangles in 
Figure 2.5 are equivalent to eachother.

F ig u r e  2 .5 : T he triangles in this figure are equivalent for bispectrum  evaluation, therefore 
(5(k3)5(k2)5(k1)) =  (5(fc_i)5(fc_2)5(fc_3)) =  <5(fc*) )5(fc|)>. Sym m etry leaves on ly the real part o f  
the bispectrum .

This bispectrum estimator is evaluated for Aq, k 2 and k 3 forming a closed triangle: 
ki  +  k 2 +  k 3 =  0. We test for two specific cases, equilateral triangles and triangles 
of zero ai'ea, following the work o f Matarrese et al. (1997) and Verde et al. (1998) 
which apply to large-scale structure.

Considering first the equilateral triangles (Figure 2.6). The data in the result
ing Fourier transformed box are not all independent, from the relation 8(k) =  
[<£(—&)]*, arising from the reality of 5T/T. There are also symmetry constraints 
from the choice of triangle. The symmetry of equilateral triangles means that if 
k i, the position vector o f one of the vertices, is chosen first all along one axis, 
and then chosen along the length o f a line rotated through every angle from the 
axis up to but not including 120°, all possible equilateral triangles in the space 

have been covered (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2 .6 : Equilateral triangle o f  wavevectors centred on origin.

However, the constraint that ¿ /k )  =  [£( — &)]* means the triangle resulting from 
the reflection of a triangle through the origin is not independent from the first, 
and all the required data is recovered from rotating k x through every value up to 
but not including 6 0 ° .

ky

F ig u r e  2 .7 : Regions o f  independent inform ation for the equilateral triangle case.

Da is averaged over thin shells of k. The triangles will still not be precisely 
equilateral, due to the data being in discrete pixels.

The other type of triangle we used is composed of one vector in direction q of 
length k, and two indentical unit vectors of length 1/2 k in direction —q.
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Figure 2 .8 : Zero-area  triangle.

k

Figure 2.9: T he equilateral bispectrum  as estim ated from  m ap with string foreground and 
Gaussian tem perature on last-scattering surface (solid ), and cosm ic r.m .s. (dotted ).

These zero-area triangles ( 2 .8 )  have only the S(k) — [<5(—fe)]* constraint and 
therefore all triangles with k j anywhere in the kx >  0 half of the box were used 
in the analysis.

We calculate values for log D a in 100 bins of k,

N  BINS 1BIN
kr

x (k -  kmia ) +  1 (2.25)

and average over each. We also calculate the power spectrum averaged over each 
bin, and use these values to calculate the errors for D a (Appendix J).

Fig. 2.9 displays the equilateral estimated bispectrum for the string map shown 
in Fig. 2.3. Also shown is the cosmic r.m.s. for a Gaussian field of the same 
power spectrum, (|d^|2)3 2̂. We show in Table 2.1 reduced x 2 values for both 
equilateral triangles and zero-area triangles for the two simulated maps. W ith 

55 bins, the variance in the reduced %2 for a Gaussian field is shown in the final
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equilateral zero-area. V 2/(n - 2)
Map 1 1.06 0.96 0.19
Map 2 1.29 1.42 0.19

Table 2.1: Reduced ^-squared values of the deviation of the bispectra from a 
Gaussian model o f the two modified maps, consisting of intrinsic Gaussian and 
cosmic string generated fluctuations. The r.m.s. o f the reduced x 2 f ° r a Gaussian 
model with n =  55 data is shown in the final column.

0/arcm in

F ig u r e  2.10: The correlation function o f  peaks above lcr calculated from  the m ap o f  Fig. 2.3. 
Errors are Poisson, and hence underestim ates. Superim posed is the correlation function  from  
a Gaussian m ap with the sam e power spectrum . N ote the excess o f  string peaks around 10-15 
arcminutes.

column. We find no significant departure from Gaussianity with this test.

Fig. 2.10 shows the correlation function of peaks above la  (where a 2 is the map 
variance) for the map shown in Fig. 2.3. The map is smoothed with a Gaussian 
beam of FW HM  5.5' to model the Planck beam. The errors for the peak-peak 
correlation function are Poisson errors, which will be underestimates. However, 
it is clear that the peak correlation function of the string map is significantly 
different from that o f a Gaussian map with the same power spectrum. The most 
striking difference is the presence of peaks in the string map which are separated 
by 10 — 20 arcminutes. These appear in greater numbers than in the Gaussian 
map, and this could be the most obvious manifestation of strings. We note 
that the number density of peaks in the smoothed maps is not as powerful a 
discriminant, as seen in Fig. 2.11. There appear to be no significant deviations 
from the Gaussian curve, although one should bear in mind that no calculation 
exists for the probability distribution of the heights, only for its mean. Finally, we
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V

Figure 2.11: T he num ber o f  peaks in one o f  the string m aps, along with the expected num ber 
from  a Gaussian field with the same power spectrum .

note that the peaks analysis can be applied to certain non-Gaussian fields, where 
the'field is a function of an underlying Gaussian field. For illustration, in Fig. 2.12 
we show the correlation function for peaks in a \ 2 field, where 5 =  g2 — CTq, with 
g being a Gaussian random field. This is ecpiivalent to the correlation function of 
the set containing peaks above u =  1 and minima below u =  — 1 in the Gaussian 
field. It can be computed by extension of the methods here, integrating equation
(2.10) over 4 separate regions for zqi2 >  v and z/li2 <  — v. Note the low level 
of correlation, as minima populate the large-scale underdensities in the Gaussian 
field. This is readily understood (Heavens et al., 1998).

2.5 On Further Testing The Test

We have compared two methods of detecing non-Gaussianity, the bispectrum 

and the correlation function of peaks, with the predictions from a specific early 
Universe model, cosmic strings. The fluctuation distribution is caused by two 
separate mechanisms. First, the cosmic string network causes a spectrum of per
turbations at the surface of last scattering which is very close to Gaussian. The 
mechanism and the spectrum of these perturbations were predicted in Pen et al. 
(1997). Using this predicted power spectrum we generated realisations of Gaus
sian noise to model this first generation o f cosmic string CM B inhomogeneities. 
The second generation of CMB fluctuations caused by cosmic strings is due to
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F ig u r e  2 .1 2 : Correlation function o f  peaks above the mean in a (non -G aussian ) x 2 held. T he 
power spectrum  o f  the underlying Gaussian field is a m ixed dark m atter m odel.

gravitaional lensing from the moving strings, and the map provided by Francois 
Bouchet simulated these. By combining these sets of fluctuations we tested a 
realistaion of the fluctuations from the structure formation model.

We did not test our ability to detect non-Gaussianity in the CMB temperature 
field due to foreground sources, although the detection of clustering on small 
scales should be a strength of this test.

We test the test now for higher levels of Gaussian emission, to see where the test 
fails to pick out the strings. The ratio of the root mean squared fluctuation from 
the gravitaional lensing effect to that o f the Gaussian background, as predicted 
by simulations of the strings models, is : Lensing r.m.s/Gaussian r.m.s =  3 .7 3 4 . 

We now adjust the amplitude o f the essentially non-Gaussian lensing-generated 
fluctuations and the simulated Gaussian string-network background fluctuations 
to make the ratio o f their root mean squares equal to one. This is not a prediction 
of the theory, but an artificial construction to test the distinguishing ability of 
the peak-correlation function. The result is plotted in Figure 2 .1 3 , which shows 
that at such a level of Gaussian background the test is not successful.

2.6 Conclusions

We have presented calculations of the exact correlation function of peaks in a 
random Gaussian field defined on the surface of a sphere. No small-angle ap-
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9 / a  rcmin

Figure 2.13: The correlation function o f  peaks when the relative Gaussian em ission is in
creased to becom e com parable to the foreground lensing effects.

proximation is made, so the method is an advance on the flat-sky computations 
of Heavens & Sheth (1999) and now effectively complete. The formalism allows 
very accurate theoretical predictions of the peak-peak correlation function for 
temperature fluctuations in the microwave background, which is the application 
considered here. This test can be applied just as effectively to the distribution 
of either maxima of minima in the case where the data consists o f only CMB 
photons. However, in the case of incomplete removal o f foreground sources, they 
will effect the distribution of maxima. We envisage the main use of this method 
being as a sensitive test of the Gaussian hypothesis. Since inflationary models 
generically predict a temperature field which is very close to Gaussian, this is a 
consistency test for inflation. Other structure formation models, based for ex
ample on strings, predict non-Gaussian temperature maps. Although the visual 
appearance o f string maps is evidently non-Gaussian, it is not necessarily easy to 
find statistics which will unambiguously distinguish them from Gaussian fields. 
To illustrate this point, we have analysed 12.5-degree square simulated maps of 
string models, using the bispectrum and the peak-peak correlation function as 
distinguishing statistics. We find that, while cosmic variance in the bispectrum 
makes it difficult to use on a small patch of sky, the peak-peak correlation func
tion clearly rules out a Gaussian map.

In practice, maps of the microwave background will be contaminated at some 
level by point sources, amongst other things. Peak statistics may be useful in
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assessing this contribution. The most straightforward example is that an uncon
taminated map has the same average number density of maxima and minima; 
a significant excess of maxima would be indicative of contamination. Unfortu
nately the theory of peaks is not currently able to tell us the distribution of the 
number of maxima or minima within a finite sky (only its mean), but it is a 
straightforward matter to determine the distribution by monte carlo realisations. 
One can attempt to go further than this, by removing statistically the contribu
tion from the point sources, provided one knows from other observations what 
their correlation function is. Assuming the point sources are uncorrelated with 
the microwave background peaks, the correlation function of the combined map 
is simply a weighted mean of the two. The point sources will contribute to the 
power spectrum; one can vary the assumed contribution from point sources and 
modify the power spectrum and the derived microwave background peak corre
lation function accordingly. If consistency can be achieved, one will be confident 

both of the Gaussian nature of the microwave background, and the level of point 
source contamination.



Chapter 3

Fast Parameter Estimation using 
MOPED

The statistical properties o f a map of the primary fluctuations in the cosmic 
microwave background (CM B) may be specified to high accuracy by a few thou
sand power spectra measurements, provided the fluctuations are Gaussian, yet 
the number of parameters relevant for the CMB is probably no more than about 
10 — 20. There is consequently a large degree of redundancy in the power spec
trum data. Alan Heavens and I have carried out an analysis to show that the 
M O PE D 1 data compression technique (Heavens et al., 2000) can reduce the CMB 
power spectrum measurements to about 10-20 numbers (one for each parameter), 
from which the cosmological parameters can be estimated virtually as accurately 
as from the complete power spectrum. This offers opportunities for very fast 
parameter estimation from real and simulated CMB skies, with accurate likeli
hood calculations at Planck resolution being speeded up by a factor o f around 
five hundred million.

3.1 Introduction

Previous measurements of the CMB power spectrum, using balloon experiments, 
have produced estimates o f cosmological parameters such as O0, H0 and (Balbi 
et al., 2001a,b; Stompor et al., 2001; de Bernardis et al., 2001; Bond & Efstathiou, 
1987; Kamionkowski et al., 1994; Jungman et al., 1996). There is a review of the 
way various cosmological parameters effect the CMB in Section (1.3). The CMB

1 M O P E D  stands for M ultiple Optim ised P aram eter E stim ation and Data Com pression
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is not the sole dataset useful for the estimation of these parameters. Cosmolog
ical parameter estimation has been carried out also with large-scale structure 
surveys, see for example Percival et al. (2001). However, the CMB photons were 
released at a when the overdensities in the matter distribution of the Universe 
were developing linearly under the influence of gravity. Thus the physics of the 
CMB is much more straightforward than the complicated gravitational processes 
which effect the large-scale structure of the Universe.

The limitations remaining in current technology for measuring the cosmic mi
crowave background are in the estimation of two quantities: the contribution 
of foreground sources emitting in microwave frequencies, and instrumental noise 
effects. The most recent CMB datasets which have produced cosmological pa
rameter estimates are the Boomerang (de Bernardis et al., 2001) and M AXIM A 
(Balbi et al., 2001a,b; Stompor et al., 2001) balloon experiments. They have 
demonstrated that the above limitations do not hinder accurate parameter esti
mation.

As experiments becom e more ambitious, the data processing requirements be
come more demanding, and the current datasets have sufficiently many pixels 
(~  104 — 105) that the data processing is already quite challenging. Even the 
first measurement of the CMB fluctuations, produced by the Cosmic Background 
Explorer (COBE) satellite (Smoot et al., 1992) produced a dataset with enough 
pixels (~  4000) for data compression techniques to be valuable (Gorski, 1994; 
Gorski K. et ah, 1994; Bond, 1995; Bunn & Sugiyama, 1995). For the satellite 
experiments M AP (the Microwave Anisotropy Probe) and Planck (the Planck 
Surveyor Satellite), data compression will be vital. Each will provide very large 
datasets, with close to all-sky coverage with a resolution of up to 5 arcminutes, 
and ~  106 — 10' pixels. The standard radical compression method is to reduce 
the map to a set o f power spectrum estimates (see e.g. Bond et al., 1998). In 
principle this compression can be lossless, if the map is a Gaussian random field, 
as closely predicted by inflation (see e.g. Gangui et al., 1994; Verde et al., 2000; 
Wang & Kamionkowski, 2000), as all the statistical properties o f the map are 
calculable from the power spectrum. The power spectrum data, typically a few 
thousand numbers for a high-resolution experiment, can then be used to estimate 
cosmological parameters to an accuracy of a few percent. The steps in the distilla
tion of the raw data to the cosmological parameters are, however, not necessarily 
computationally straightforward (see e.g. Wright, 1996; Muciaccia et al., 1997;
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Tegmark, 1997a,b; Bond et al., 1999; Olive et al., 1999; Borrill, 1999; Szapudi 
et al., 2001; Natoli et al., 2001).

We address one aspect of this problem: parameter estimation from the power 
spectrum. In this chapter I shall review our introduction o f the implementation 
of an eigenvector-based method for data compression for a CMB dataset.

M OPED is an approach to data compression which was introduced by Heavens, 
Jimenez and Lahav in 2000, reducing the surplus data in a galaxy spectrum where 
one, two or three quantities needed to be estimated.

We propose that the application of M OPED to the problem of parameter estima
tion from the upcoming Planck data would result in very accurate and extremely 
fast parameter estimation, and show that our algorithm for this process produced 
a speed-up over the brute-force maximum likelihood method, which is the pri
mary approach to parameter estimation, on simulated Planck data of between 
107 and 109.

Heavens et al. (2000), henceforth H.JL, show that datasets with certain noise prop
erties offered possibilities for very radical linear compression of the data without 
any loss o f information about the parameters which determine the data. The 
requirement is for a dataset whose mean depends on the parameters, but the 
covariance o f the noise does not. In these circumstances, it is possible to find 
a set of linear combinations of the data which are locally sufficient statistics for 
the parameters - i.e. the compressed data contain as much information about 
the parameters as the full dataset, and in this sense the compression is lossless 
(strictly, the Fisher matrix is unchanged, so the likelihood surface is known to 
be unchanged only locally near the peak). The compressed dataset can be ex
tremely small - it consists o f a single number for each parameter. Thus for highly 
redundant datasets, the degree of compression can be very large.

It is important to recognise that the data compression can still be done even if the 
assumptions for lossless compression do not apply. In HJL, for example, the data 
compression algorithm was applied to the case o f galaxy spectra, where the noise 
includes a photon counting noise term which is dependent on the mean number 
of photons in the spectral channel, and hence does depend on the parameters of 
the galaxy. The compressed data can still be used for parameter estimation, but 
the error bars on the derived parameters are fractionally larger than by using the 
full spectrum. The same situation arises in the CMB: under general assumptions,
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the cosmic variance on a power measurement is proportional to the square of the 
power itself, and therefore is dependent on the underlying parameters. The data 
compression, although not lossless, is still highly efficient: the expected increase 
in parameter error can be as little as 0.1%. The time required for a brute-force 
likelihood evaluation is broadly comparable to the time it takes to compute theo
retically the power spectrum of a model, using CM BFAST (Seljak & Zaldarriaga, 
1996). However, recent developments (Tegrnark et a/., 2001) have speeded up the 
step involving simulated CMB power spectra generation for the required range 
of models with different values of cosmological parameters. The improvement 
in time, for this primary step in the likelihood analysis, is a factor o f 103, so a 
brute-force parameter search would be dominated by the time it takes to carry 
out the second step: evaluating the likelihood. The relative timings for these two 
steps can determine the analysis strategy, since if the computation o f the theo

retical power spectrum is small in comparison with the likelihood evaluation, on 
can calculate the power spectrum ‘on the fly’ as one searches through parameter 
space. A useful goal is therefore to make the likelihood evaluation much quicker 
than CM BFAST. One can already speed up this process by using variants of the 
Newt.on-Raphson method (see, e.g. Bond et al., 1999).

3.2 Massive Lossless Data Compression

We show that M OPED does successfully recover cosmological parameters from 
simulated datasets, many orders of magnitude more quickly than brute-force 
likelihood methods, therefore the analysis of CMB data does not need to be 
dominated by likelihood evaluations. We also show that the parameter errors are 
similar to the full maximum likelihood solution.

In this section I shall first review maximum likelihood parameter estimation, 
before detailing the method o f massive lossless data compression.

3.2.1 The Brute—Force Maximum Likelihood Method of 
Parameter Estimation From the CMB Power Spec
trum

The brute force maximum likelihood method of parameter estimation from a 
dataset was introduced by Fisher (1935). I shall explain this method, the notation
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for our analysis ancl state the theorems on which the error estimation is based. 
Detailed derivations of the results stated here can be found in statistics texbooks, 
such as Kendall & Stuart (1969).

The data is an estimate of the power spectrum measured from the CMB map of 
the sky. Ce represents the data vector. The measured quantity will contain two 
components: a signal, Ce, which is the true power spectrum, and noise, ne, which 
represents the uncertainty on the measurement o f the power spectrum. Both the 
components are functions of the cosmological parameters, {# Q}.

d e =  Ct(6a) +  ne(6a) (3.1)

In our analysis the noise we take into account for the data is the noise on the 
Planck dataset. Instrumental and foreground noise effects for Planck will be 
minimal, therefore the uncertainty on the observed power spectrum will be dom
inated be cosmic variance. The cosmic variance on a multipole, £, o f the power 
spectrum, is

and the cosmic noise is a Gaussian distribution with mean zero.

The sky map from which Ce is estimated may not be complete. When the power 
spectrum is measured, the ensemble average over all possible skies is replaced by a 
spatial average over the sky. This substitution is possible due to the assumption 
o f ergodicity, Section (1.3.1) (Adler, 1981), which is the assumption that one 
Gaussian distribution can be substituted for another. It is assumed, for the 
purposes of error analysis, that the perturbations distributed over the CMB sky 
form a Gaussian distribution. However, if the map of the sky is not complete, then 
the average over which the power spectrum is taken will contain discontinuities, 
and not be a complete Gaussian set. Therefore the error on Ce becomes correlated.

The Planck dataset will be a complete dataset, as it is increasingly possible, 
with new foreground subtraction methods Stolyarov et al. (2001) to remove the 
galactic foreground. However, we keep our approach as general as possible by 
including the effects of partial sky coverage in our modelling of the noise. We 
approximate this correlation by smearing with a Gaussian window function. As 
a result the noise we model is solely made up o f Gaussian quantities.

(Ce) =  0 (3.3)
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The angle brackets now represent an average over the sky.

Turning briefly to Bayesian statisitics, the probability o f measuring a power spec
trum, Ct, given true parameters {9a} ,  is

where commas inside the brackets of probability mean the probability o f one and 
the other. The quantities P (9a ) are the priors, where any other information we 
may have about the values of the parameters can be included. However, the only 
quantity we need is the probability of the true cosmological parameters being 
{dQ}  given a measured power spectrum Ct,

The average value on the left hand side is over all possible noise realisations.

power spectrum, the power spectrum itself is a function of the parameters. The 
function £  is a function of the set o f random variables {# a}.

The best unbiased estimator of the variables will have the smallest error on the 
variables. We wish to minimise

The quantity most useful for finding the best unbiased estimates o f {9 a}  is the 
Fisher information matrix,

(3.4)

P(Cc\9Q)P (9a)

P(Ci)
(3.5)

P(Ct\ea) =  £ (C e,da). (3.6)

j£(Ce,9a) is termed the likelihood and has no relation to the Lagrangian symbol 
of Section (1.2).

We wish to have the best unbiased estimator of the N true cosmological parame
ters. If the N parameters have true values {#(jrue},

(3.7)

Although the likelihood function, C(Ce, 9a), is nominally a function o f the measure

3.8)
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The error on a parameter, 9a, if all other parameters are kept fixed, is related to 
the Fisher matrix as

(3.10)

This is the Cram er-Rao inequality. This gives us the lower limit on the error bar 
on the parameter estimate given that all other cosmological parameters influenc
ing the data are known. If all the parameters are estimated from the data,

Af>«> ( F ' 1) ^ ,  (3.11)

which exceeds the previous estimate in equation (3.10). The angle brackets in 
equation (3.9) represent an average over all possible noise realisations, and the 
quantity inside is the Hessian matrix, H . In point o f fact the parameters, and 
errors, will be measured from data with one specific noise realisation, and not the 
average over all possible Universes. So our errors will be better described with 
the above relations with H  replacing F .

The brute force maximum likelihood method, which uses all the power spectrum 
data points, is the method of estimation which for a large dataset will provide 
the smallest errors. The likelihood for the N parameters, with the noise as we 
have modelled it, is

C{6a) =
1

27r) 2 yf\W \

(3.12)

where Af  is the noise covariance matrix,

A(w  =  (nini*). (3.13)

The average slope of C is zero at the point corresponding to the true parameters.

The difficulty is that at each point in parameter space one generally computes 
the determinant of, and inverts, an N x N matrix. Since this scales as N3, 
it becomes a significant computational expense, even with N ~  2000. In this 
context, significant means that it exceeds the time to generate the theoretical 

power spectrum estimates.
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3.2.2 MOPED

As a high-resolution, all sky, CMB dataset may contain ~  2000 pieces of infor
mation, and we wish to determine about 10 cosmological parameters, there is 
then an amount of redundancy in the data, if it remains in this form. We can 
speed up the likelihood evaluation by using the MOPED method (Heavens et al., 
2000) to compress the N data in the measured Ce to one datum for each of M  
unknown parameters. I will outline the method of data compression for the case 
of a Gaussian likelihood, as introduced in HJL. MOPED is a way o f making lin
ear cominations o f the data, which in certain circumstances loses no information 
about the parameters. The likelihood evaluation is speeded up by compressing 
N data in the measured Ce to one datum for each of M  unknown parameters, It 
produces a set of weighting vectors ba (a  =  1 . . .  M ),  from which a set o f MOPED 
components y0 =  b°Ce  is constructed. b° refers to the I  component o f the vector 
labelled by a. The M OPED vectors are designed to make the Fisher information 
matrix of equation (3.12) the same whether we use the compressed data yQ or 
the full set of power spectrum estimates. In fact this is only possible if we ignore 
the dependence o f cosmic variance on the parameters. But we show that this 
restriction makes virtually no difference for a CMB dataset.

The Fisher matrix for a likelihood of the form of equation (3.12), a standard 
result (Vogeley & Szalay, 1996; Tegmark et a/., 1997), is

Fafj =  ^Tr (A i - 1Ff,a A f - lAi,p +  M ~ l ( C ^ C ^ + C ^ C ^ ) ) , (3.14)

where C  represents the ¿-component vector made up o f the Ces, the comma 
denotes a partial derivative with respect to a parameter, and t denotes a transpose 
vector.

The next step in the data compression requires the assumption that the depen
dence of the covariance matrix on the parameters can be ignored for the purpose 
of maximum likelihood parameter estimation. Only the results of the analysis 
can show how reasonable this assumption is.

If the data, Ce- is dotted with an arbitrary set of vectors, 6A, where A  =  
1 ,2 ,..., M , then the compressed data,
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N

e= î

will have mean and variance:

N

(Va ) =  (3 1 6 >
1=1 

N
(Va Vb ) -  (yA)(yB) =  ^ 2  bf Afæ  bf,. (3.17)

e,i'=i

We start by finding the optimum vector so that jq contains as much information 
as possible about 0\. Initially, we do this by assuming all others are known, but 
in fact the final results are more powerful than this assumption suggests. We 
maximise the Fisher matrix components Fu,  given y i as the datum.

The information about parameter, 9a, in the compressed datum corresponding 
to a vector 61, in the specific case that all other parameters are known, is given 
by the Faa element o f the new Fisher matrix. The form of the element follows 
from equation (3.14),

-, / h i t d A T h i \ 2 ( V 4 — V

F -  1 I ^  1 , V (o ]R]
2 \ b ltM b 1 J ( t ' W '  ’ ( ’

but we are tackling the case where |^- =  0 for all the parameters. So the 
first term disappears. The denominators of the above expression are numerical 
factors, which can be incorporated into 61 without changing the Fisher matrix, 
and therefore the information content. Therefore, it is possible to solve for b l 

such that
(3.19)

If we now make the direct connection that we require the vector 61 to weight 

the dataset so as to provide the greatest information about ifi, then we need to 
maximise the Fisher matrix to give
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where A is a Lagrange multiplier, which allows the constraint of equation (3.19) 
to be incorporated.

The solution for 6 1 is

6 i =  ao, =. (.3.21)
! d C l k t - i  d C

80i yv 80i

The denominator is a numerical factor again. The numerator makes instinctive 
sense. There is the A/”-1 , showing the compressed data to be weighted inversely 
proportionally to noise, and there is the factor proportional to the sensitivity to 
the parameter,

For the case where more than one parameter is to be estimated from the data, the 

analysis proceeds by finding 7/2 uncorrelated with 7/1 (i.e. (y iy2) — ( j/i) ( 2/2) =  0), 
and which contains as much information as possible about 92 (i.e. we maximise 
F22 subject to these constraints). Each parameter to be evaluated will thus add 
another Lagrange multiplier. This leads to the form of the vector ba , which 
maximises information about parameter 6a:

(3.22)
E r '

,r-l8Cti 1 8Ce, ,/3 iß
80Q 2_//9=l 80c Ut' Ul

\jX E "  (  ee
l' \ f -1 dCe„\ T-^a-1 f  dCfi t/3A 2
a 80c )  2—/p=zi y2^e' dea °ci)

Note that the M OPED vectors depend on the order in which the parameters 
are listed: 61 contains as much information about parameter 1 as possible. This 
vector also constrains parameter 2 to some extent; b2 adds as much information 
as possible about parameter 2 (which is not already constrained in 7/ 1 ) ,  etc.

3.3 Testing the MOPED method

We generated a grid of CM BFAST theoretical power spectra by varying three 
quantities; Da from 0.66 to 0.76, in steps of 0.002; H0 varying from 60 to 70 

kms_1M pc_1 in steps o f 0.2 kms_1M pc_1; and Dcdm from 0.246 to 0.256, in 
steps of 0.002. All other quantities are fixed. The values are not particularly 
important, but are listed here: fig =  0.05; scalar spectral index n =  1; no tensor 
modes; no massive neutrinos; 3 massless neutrinos. These are our Ce{{9a}).  
We also require a dataset from which to estimate the parameters. We take the
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Figure 3.1: O ptim ised M O P E D  weighting vectors for a fiducial m odel with H o =  65 km 
s- 1 M p c- 1 , &c d m  =  0.254 and Q,\ =  0.7. The param eter ordering (see text) is O a , H q and 
Q c d m  • T he M O P E D  vectors will depend on the choice o f  order for a particular noise realisation. 
T he effect this has on the contours o f  the likelihood p lot is only pronounced for a small num ber 
o f  m ultipole values ~  30.

simulated spectrum with parameter values Hq =  65 kms-1 M pc_1, Da =  0.7 and 
^cdm =  0.254, and add Gaussian noise at the level of cosmic variance, equation 

(3.2),

2C?
(2i +  1)

as dicussed in Section 3.2.1.

The power spectrum is convolved with a Gaussian of chosen width =  5, to 
m im ic approximately the correlations in power spectrum estimates introduced by 

partial sky coverage. The dataset consisted o f the power spectrum sampled in 
even steps in i .  The unconvolved power spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.2, and the 
convolved spectrum in Fig. 3.3.

A set of 3 M OPED vectors is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, corresponding to vacuum 
energy density, Hubble constant and cold dark matter (CD M ) density. These 
vectors would ensure, under certain assumptions, that the M OPED components 
ya are uncorrelated, and of unit variance, so the likelihood with these as the data 

is simply

C 6̂ a ) =  (2 ^ Ä eXP
1 3
2 .Z = 1

(3.23)

where the (y2-) are computed from the noise-free (but smoothed) theoretical power
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Power S pectrum  Input with Gaussian Noise

1

F ig u r e  3 .2 : Sim ulated realisation o f  the C M B  power used in the analysis.

spectra. Importantly, and remarkably, they ensure that the Fisher matrix for the 
compressed dataset { ya}  is the same as for the entire set of power spectrum 
estimates (see Heavens et a/., 2000, for proof). The marginal error on a single 
parameter is [(i7'_ 1 ) QQ]2 and the error on the parameter estimated using any 

method cannot be smaller than this (see e.g. Kendall h  Stuart, 1969; Tegmark 
et ai, 1997). Thus, by ensuring that the Fisher matrices coincide, the compression 
method can be described as locally lossless - the parameter errors, as estimated 
from the local curvature of the likelihood surface at the peak, are on average no 
larger for the compressed data than for the full set of power spectrum estimates.

In detail, the assumptions required for locally lossless compression do not hold 
for this analysis. In order to calculate the MOPED vectors, the data covariance 
matrix, and the derivatives of the power spectrum with respect to the parameters, 
need to be known. These are fixed by assuming a fiducial set o f parameters. We 
show below that this fiducial set is not important, but one can iterate the process if 
desired, at minimal extra computational expense. Our results show that iteration 
is actually unnecessary. The second assumption is that the covariance matrix of 
the data is not dependent on the model parameters. This is not strictly true for 
the CMB power spectrum, as the noise includes a cosmic variance term which is 
dependent on the cosmology. However, this does not prevent us compressing the 
data, and, in fact the Fisher matrix is dominated by the sensitivity of the power 
spectrum itself to the parameters, rather than the sensitivity of the noise.

We calculate the full (equation 3.12) and compressed (equation 3.23) likelihoods,
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Power Spectra , Fiducial m od e l(d a sh ed  line) and S ignal(solid  line)

1

Figure 3.3: T he true m odel spectrum  (solid ), with Ho =  65 km s_1M p c_ 1 , Ha =  0.7 and 
^CDM — 0.254, with Gaussian noise and sm oothed in £ with a Gaussian o f  w idth A £ — 5. 
A lso shown (dotted) is the fiducial m odel used in the data  com pression for F ig .3.6: H o =  
60.8 km s- 1 M p c- 1 , 12a =  0.732 and Q cd m  =  0.254, both  sm oothed  with a Gaussian o f  width 
A £  =  5. T he boxes show the data points used for the likelihood calculations.

varying the calculation in the following ways:

• We mimic the effects o f partial sky coverage by convolving the power spec
trum with a Gaussian window function of various widths.

• The size of the dataset N is varied by changing the upper multipole limit
of the available data, or by missing out some Ce values.

• We explore different fiducial models, to see if the method is sensitive to an 
accurate initial guess of the parameters.

We fix most o f the cosmological parameters. The parameters we allow to vary 
are the vacuum energy density parameter Da, the CDM density parameter Qcdm  
and the Hubble constant H0, although, for display purposes we plot a fixed FLcdm  

slice, the Ha — H0 plane.

3.4 Results

Figure 3.4 shows the H0 — likelihood surface using the power spectrum of 
Figure 3.2 up to i  =  1500 in steps of 10. The power estimates were smoothed 
with a Gaussian o f width 5. The calculation of this grid of likelihoods took 9420
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Likelihood fo r  Full Dataset

Figure 3 .4 : L ikelihood surface for Da and H o obtained from  the the full dataset. This dataset 
consists o f  150 power spectrum  estim ates from  t  — 2 , . . . ,  1500 in steps o f  10, sm oothed  over a 
scale o f  A f  =  5. T he true m odel is labelled with a square .

Likelihood fo r  C om pressed Dataset

F ig u r e  3 .5 : L ikelihood surface for and H o obtained from  the the 3 M O P E D  com ponents.
The fiducial m odel used for the data com pression coincides with the true m odel in this case, 
and both are marked by a square. The likelihood contours are too  sm all to see individually for 
this experim ent; the outer contour contains 99.99%  o f  the probability, assuming uniform  priors.

seconds of CPU on an alpha workstation. Figure 3.5 shows the likelihood using 3 
MOPED components as compressed data. The fiducial model, used to calculate 
the weighting vectors, is the same as the true model in this case.

Fig. 3.6 shows the effect of choosing an incorrect fiducial model (H0 =  60.8 
kms_1M pc_1, Da =  0.732, D q d m  =  0.254). The true solution is still recovered 
accurately, but much faster: 0.00098 seconds, or an improvement of order 107.
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Likelihood fo r  C om pressed Dataset

F ig u r e  3 .6 : L ikelihood surface for Da and H q obtained from  the the 3 M O P E D  com ponents. 
T he fiducial m odel used for the data com pression no longer coincides with the true m odel, and 
is marked by a triangle. N ote that the m ethod  still recovers the correct m odel (square).

Likelihood fo r  Full D ataset

Figure 3.7: Likelihood from  the full power spectrum , as in Fig. 3.4, but restricted to t  <  300 
in steps o f  10, to illustrate the size o f  the error bars. T he contours represent confidence lim its 
o f  99.99% , 99% , 95.4% , 90% ,and 68%. T he true m odel is labelled with a square.

Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 look a little odd, showing very small and indistinguish
able contours in very large slices o f parameter space. However they are making 
an important point. They show MOPEDs ability to sweep large areas o f param
eter space and locate the likelihood peak, a tim e- and C P U - saving process, so 
that the full dataset may be used within a reduced volume of parameter space 
to determine the parameters as accurately as possible using all the information 

available.
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Likelihood fo r  C om pressed Dataset

Figure 3.8: As Fig. 3.7, but showing the likelihood from  M O P E D  com ponents. N ote that 
the error bars are com parable.

Figure 3.9: Showing the likelihood, as Fig. 3.7, but with a different fiducial m odel and 
M O P E D  com ponents from  Fig. 3.8.

For the MOPED data compression method to work to reduce the areas of param
eter space over which the full dataset needs to be used the spread of the likelihood 
peak must be well estimated by the compressed dataset. Now, by decreasing the 
amount of data, used in the analysis to only power spectrum values up to multipole 
300, in steps of 10, we obtain more visible errorbars for the purpose of illustra
tion. The method is designed to ensure that the error bars should be almost the 
same as the full likelihood on average, and we see that for this realisation the 
errors are comparable to an extent, (Fig. 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9), but there is a change
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in the shape of the likelihood peak. This is likely to be due to the fact that the 
noise is not independent of the parameters, as in the ideal case for the success of 
this method, but dependent upon the power spectrum, af  =  2C^/(27' +  1). The 
power spectrum up to 300£ contains only the first peak and most o f the cosmic 
variance contribution, and these both effect the ability o f the compressed dataset 
to reproduce the likelihood surface given the degeneracy between the effects of 

and H0, as discussed in Section 1.3.

The full likelihood calculation takes 5960 seconds, while M OPED takes 0.00016 
seconds.

3.5 Conclusions

We have shown that the M OPED data compression algorithm can speed up pa
rameter estimation from CMB data by very large factors. For N  correlated data 
points, a brute-force likelihood evaluation using all the data will scale as N 3. 
M OPED reduces this to M  approximately uncorrelated, unit variance com po
nents, whose likelihood evaluation scales with the number o f parameters M .  For 
a Planck-size dataset with N  =  2000 and ~  12 parameters, the speed-up factor 
should be around 500 million. In a sense M OPED is much more powerful than it 
needs to be, as the data processing element will be dominated by other steps in 

the pipeline, such as generating the theoretical power spectrum for a given param
eter set. However, having very rapid parameter estimation is useful, especially in 
multi-dimensional searches which can be time-consuming. We can be certain now 
that the parameter estimation step will not be dominant, even if CM BFAST or 
variants are accelerated by orders of magnitude. For current experiments, data 
compression is not necessary, as there are relatively few band-power estimates 
available. For future experiments such as Planck, the fast likelihood evaluation 
makes it more attractive to build up libraries o f theoretical power spectra (or 
M OPED components, if storage space is an issue, as the compression is a factor 

>  100 ).

There are two qualifications in this analysis. Bond et al. (1998) have argued that 
the correlated noise distribution resulting from an incomplete sky map would be 
closer to an offset lognormal. This has not been our approach, but the same 
noise modelling was used for the full and compressed datasets, and this chapter
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concentrates on the compression of data. The second qualification is that it could 
be argued that the M OPED is not required for the satellite CMB datasets at all. 
This might be argued because the parameter estimation consists of two stages: 
firstly generating simulated spectra across parameter space, using Boltzmann 
codes such as CM BFAST, and secondly running the likelihood analysis. The time 
taken to generate the simulated power spectra using CM BFAST is the more tim e- 
consuming of the two stages in the process. There has been work done, however, 
to speed up this generation of theoretical spectra: Tegmark et al. (2001) have 
found a method of calculating C^s, which improve on the speed of CM BFAST by 
a factor of 103. The time taken to generate the theoretical spectra is unlikely to 
hinder the ultimate data analysis. In addition, the Planck Surveyor satellite is 
not due to be launched for five years, and the large scale generation and storage 
of these spectra, primarily to test early Universe model analysis methods, has 
already begun. The likelihood calculations cannot be done until we have the 
data in our hands, therefore the M OPED algorithm applied to CMB data will be 
of real benefit.



Chapter 4 

The Warm Inflation Bispectrum

The analysis o f the cosmic microwave background for cosmological parameter 
estimation has been largely confined to a single popular early Universe model. 
As a primary step in widening the early Universe models considered for data 
analysis, my third project has been an investigation of the CM B properties of 
the Warm Inflation model (Berera, 1995, 1996). Taking into account second or
der effects in the generation of scalar field fluctuations, small deviations form 
Gaussianity have been predicted for standard inflation (Gangui et al., 1994; Bar
row & Coles, 1990; Yi & Vishniac, 1993; Salopek & Bond, 1990; Kofman et al., 
1994). Arjun Berera, Alan Heavens, Sabino Matarrese and I have calculated 
the prediction of non-Gaussianity for the warm inflation model, to find if it 
is comparable, or rather, distinguishable, from the non-Gaussianity predicted 
for the standard ‘supercooled’ inflation scenario. The expanding opportunity to 
distinguish non-Gaussian signatures with new cosmic microwave background ex
periments warrants calculating comparative estimates o f non-Gaussianity with 
alternative early Universe models.

The form of the CMB power spectrum for the warm inflation model in the case 
of strong dissipation has been predicted (Taylor & Berera, 2000). There has been 
no previous calculation of the non-Gaussianity which may be expected for warm 
inflation.
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4.1 Predictions of Non-Gaussianity for Standard 
Inflation

The popular early Universe models, based on slow-roll inflation occurring in a pure 
vacuum energy epoch, and ending in reheating and thermalization, are termed 
henceforth ‘ supercooled7 inflation. These models make the assumption either that 
there is no radiation present during inflation, or that whatever radiation may have 
been present is rapidly redshifted away and there is no radiation present during 
the expansion phase.

I shall begin with a review of the calculation of the supercooled inflaton bispec
trum in the Astrophys. .J. Gangui et al. paper of 1994, where the calculations 
were restricted to single-field models. In their paper a stochastic approach was 
applied, as introduced by Starobinsky in ‘Field Theory, Quantum Gravity, and 
Strings7 (1986). The stochastic equations modelling the dynamics of the inflaton 
separate the inflaton into a background field and the quantum fluctuation com
ponents. The background field is ‘ coarse grained7, which means averaged over 
regions larger than scales of cosmological interest.

The first step in describing the dynamics o f the inflaton field is the introduction 
of the time variable a =  In (a /a*), where a* represents the scale factor at the be
ginning of inflation. This bypasses an uncertainty in the local Hubble parameter 
translating into an uncertainty in the definition o f the time variable.

The basic evolution equation of the background field of Gangui et al. is

3H(j)c\ +  =  0, (4.1)

where the coarse-grained averaged field is represented by (f>d and the time variable 
of equation (1.77) is replaced by a. a  =  0 corresponds the beginning of inflation. 
Noting that

da
Tt =  (4 '2>

it follows that

Recall also, from equation(1.79), p — V  during inflation. Using this to substitute 
H in equation (4.3)

# d m pi v ' ( M  .
da Sty V(4>c\) '
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In stochastic inflation, the quantum fluctuations are modelled in the equation 
o f motion by adding a zero-mean Gaussian noise term, r )(x ,a ) ,  with amplitude 
fixed at horizon crossing by normalization from the 1991 COBE CMB satellite 
data (Smoot et al., 1991; Bunn et al., 1996). Thus the treatment of fluctuations 
in Gangui et al. begins with the stochastic inflation evolution equation

w *,a) _ gw . .

da 8n V(4>) 2tt 1[ ' ’ ' ’

Here r) has autocorrelation function (Gangui et al., 1994; Mollerach et al., 1991)

(rj(x, a)r)(x', a 1)) =  hj0[qs\x -  x'\]8(a -  a ') , (4.6)

where jo is a spherical Bessel function and qs is the comoving wavenumber which 
defines the coarse-grain size. It may be surprising that the correlation function 
is represented with a delta-function in time; if this were true it would mean that 
any part o f the wave of fluctuation exiting the horizon is uncorrelated with the 
part -of the wave which exits the horizon just before or just after it. Gangui et 
al. use this simplified form for a correlation function for the fluctuations, and 
we will later quote a similar form for the warm inflation perturbations, though 
as will becom e clear, our calculation differs from the Gangui et al. bispectrum 
calculation due to the different mechanism of freeze-out of thermal fluctuations. 
We do not include this correlation relation in the calculation of the bispectrum, 
which we carry out by writing the first-order scalar field fluctuations in terms 
of the thermal fluctuations, and represent the correlations in terms of the scalar 

field power spectrum at horizon exit.

The quantum -to-classical transition at horizon-crossing needs to be incorporated 
into the Fourier transform.

8cf)(x,a) =  4>(x,a) -  4>ci(a) (4.7)

=  i —J j  d3k 54>(k)e(q, -  k )e ikx , (4.8)

where 0  is the Heaviside function. Thus the Fourier transform of equation (4.8) 

needs to be 5<f)(k,a(qs)) =  5<f)(k)Q(qs — k). Observe, in the limit k —» q~ , which 
corresponds to horizon crossing, 5<j>(k, a (k ))  becomes 5<f)(k).

The relation between the scalar field fluctuation at horizon exit and the resulting 
peculiar (peculiar describing any quantity outwith a homogeneous background
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value) gravitational potential, T, has the simple form (Bardeen et al., 1983)

i ( k ) = ~ ~ 5 c P ( k ) .  (4.9)
0 (p

which can be explained as follows: the gravitational fluctuation is related to the 
density field fluctuation at horizon exit. The peculiar gravitational potential for 
the scales we are interested in will result from the density perturbation which
exits the horizon during inflation as $  ~  5p/(p +  p). During inflation p$ ~  V  and
p,p +  pt — qi>2 (derived in Section 1.2, equations (1.69) and (1.70)). So

sp „  w  ^  m  iA  (4 .10)

(p +  P)

where in the last relation the slow-roll equation of motion, equation (4.1), is used.

As discussed in Section 1.2, the frozen-in inflaton fluctuations are Gaussian to 
first order -  thus with a bispectrum equal to zero. However when one expands the 
bispectrum to second order in the fluctuations it leads to non-Gaussian effects. 
Gangui et al. (1994) found this expression for the lowest order non-vanishing 
contribution to the gravitational potential

($ (fe1)$ (fc2)$ (fc2) ) =  ( P ^ - )  (27r)353D( k 1 + k 2 +  k 3) P[k2) P[k3)

X

5mplJ v ' 1 ° 'X* ( k2) X * ( k 3)

X 2(k2)Q (k2 -  k3) + X 2(k3)Q (k 3 -  k2) 2X '(k1)X ( k 2)X {k 3)
2 m pl X 2(k1)

Ckl da'
+ 2  /  —yB {q ')X {q ')  +  (fci -H- k 2) +  (k\ k 3), (4.11) 

J k .  Q

where

A'WfcM =  m(4-12)

Gangui et al. used this result to calculate the value of the CMB skewness, C3: 
for various inflationary potentials,

C ,
f  c/07 'A T (7 )1

/  47r T
(4.13)

where the integral is over the sphere of the sky, and 7  represents a direction 
vector specifying the positions of the temperature fluctuations on the sky. They 
calculate this quantity by first calculating B(k, k, k), the gravitational bispectrum 
value for the case where the three wavevectors are equal. They found the values
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for skewness for the bulk of their single field models to be considerably smaller 
in magnitude than that resulting from the cosmic variance corresponding to that 
model. However the skewness is not particularly sensitive as a statistic for testing 
for non-Gaussianity, having only a single degree of freedom.

Warm inflation differs from the standard, supercooled picture of inflationary 
cosmology in that the process of radiation production becomes an important 
constituent of the theory. In particular, during warm inflation, radiation pro
duction occurs concurrently with inflationary expansion and the production of 
density fluctuations is influenced by thermal effects. The production of radiation 
throughout inflation implies reheating becomes unnecessary. This avoids the com
plications specific to reheating, such as problems due to parametric amplification, 
in the supercooled inflation model, while still solving the cosmological problems 
of horizon, flatness and density perturbations, in the same way as supercooled 
inflation does.

One difference between warm inflation dynamics and supercooled inflation dy

namics is that, in the former, everything is classical, both the background and 
the fluctuation, whereas in the latter the background is classical and the fluctua
tions are quantum. Therefore, in the warm inflation part o f my analysis I cannot 
preserve the Gangui et al. notation of 4>c\ representing the coarse-grained back
ground field. 4>c\ represents the background and fluctuations for warm inflation. 
So from now on I will label the the coarse-grain average inflaton value 4>q.

4.2 The Statistics of a Warm Inflation Gener
ated Perturbation Spectrum

In this section I shall present our predictions of the form of the fluctuations 
and quantify the non-Gaussianity, using the bispectrum as a measure, for the 

supercooled and warm inflation scenarios.

4.2.1 Warm Inflation Dynamics

The basic evolution equation for inflationary dynamics has the same general form 

as the inflation set-up discussed in Section 1.2,

¿  +  3 i ^  +  r 0  +  W (0 ) =  o, (4.14)
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where H  =  à/a is the Hubble parameter, and a is the cosmic expansion factor, 
with inflation taking place on a flat, or nearly flat non-zero potential. When the 
slow roll conditions are satisfied <$> is negligible in comparison to the other terms. 
In the case of supercooled inflation Fcj), the dissipation term, does not kick in 
until during reheating.

In contrast, for the warm inflation picture, the dissipation term is not zero dur
ing inflation. This implies that inflation occurs in the presence of a thermal 
component (Berera, 1995, 1996).

In this section I shall review warm inflation dynamics. If we look at the stress 
energy conservation equation for a Friedmann universe (obtained from the two 
independent relations in the Einstein equations, =  SttG T ^ )  for the case 
where the Universe consists of a radiation and a vacuum energy component,

Pr(t) =  - 4 pr(t)H  -  py(t). (4.15)

Were there no dissipation, i.e. no source term, the radiation component would 
be shifted rapidly away as pr ~  e~4Ht. However, there is ‘new’ radiation coming 
from the conversion o f the potential energy of the scalar field. This dissipative 

process in turn reacts back on the inflaton by slowing its ‘roll’ down the potential.

Although other scenarios are possible, we are interested here in the limiting case of 
strong dissipation, P > >  (à/a) and r|</>| > >  \4>\. The resulting equation averaged 
over a Hubble volume has a form similar to the familiar slow-roll equation of 
motion of supercooled inflation,

Except the vital difference, here, is that the so-called Hubble friction term has 
been replaced with a true friction term, the dissipation. The presence o f the above 
dissipation term implies that pv(t) ^  0 in equation (4.16). As such this causes 
a continuous production of radiation during inflation corresponding to vacuum 
energy decay and at the end of inflation the regime passes smoothly into radiation 
domination (Berera, 1997). During inflation the strong dissipation condition is 
further defined by the relations pr ~  0, AprH  ~  pv. When calculating quantitative 
predictions for the bispectrum we will need values for the dissipation. For a given 
scalar field potential, and restrictions placed on the fluctuation amplitude from
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the COBE data, we will evaluate the necessary dissipation such that pr ~  0 for 
the potential.

How does the presence of this constant radiation component affect the dynamics 
of the inflaton?

Above we have considered the equation of motion for the zero mode o f the inflaton. 
Due to the presence of radiation during inflation its interaction with the inflaton 
will induce thermal fluctuations in this field.

As a phenomenological representation of these dynamics we can consider small 
deviations about the equilibrium state.

The simplest phenomenological model is in the regime of small fluctuations, in 
which case we can use the fluctuation dissipation theorem (see Reif, 1965, Chap
ter 15). Under these assumptions, the evolution equation for the inflaton field 
fluctuations S(f>(x,t) is obtained by taking the linearized deviation in equation 
(4.14) and adding a Gaussian noise term 77(33, i) to the right hand side. Starting 
from an equation of motion

i A g i t l  _ v V (* , i )  + (3 H + r  + v ’(U t))  = !?(*,<), (4.17)

where

<t>(x, t) =  <j>0(t) +  8<f>{x,t). (4-18)

The second term on the left hand side of equation (4.17) is re-introduced due to 
the small-scale inhomogeneity resulting from the thermal fluctuations. Due to 
our strong dissipative conditions we eliminate S f  and 3H. This gives us

=  I  [v 2c5<f>(x,t) -  V"(cf)o(t))6(f)(x,t) +  7i(x,t)\ . (4.19)

If the above equation is smoothed over a scale larger than the Hubble radius 
size, equation (4.16) is recovered. The Gaussian force function, 77(33, t), which the 
equation of motion has gained represents the thermal fluctuations resulting from 
what is analogous to a heat bath in a system in thermal physics, so that

(v ) = (4.20)
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(i7(fc, t)r](k', t')) =  2TT{2n)3S^\k  -  k')6(t -  t') (4.21)

The equation o f motion, equation (4.14), includes a dissipation term which I in
troduced in Section 1.2. This is a Langevin-type equation, so called because it
is exactly similar to the Langevin equation which models the Brownian motion 
of particles in a heat bath (Appendix K). Although we are using these equa
tions phenomenologically, they have been obtained from first principles quantum 
field theoretic calculations for certain warm inflation models. There are a set 
possibilities for how the dissipation of scalar field energy can occur. In the first 
example Berera (1996) obtained equations like those above with a simple quan
tum mechanical toy model. In the quantum field theory case, these equations 
were arrived at in Berera et al. (1999, 1998); Yokoyama & Linde (1999); Berera 
(2000); Berera & Ramos (2001). In one particular model (Berera et al., 1999; 
Berera & Kephart, 1999a,b; Berera, 2000), a Lagrangian is considered with a 
scalar inflaton field 4> interacting with N m  x  N x scalar fields Xik  and N m  x  IVi® 
fermion fields The Lagrangian contains an inflaton self-interaction term of 
the form qr^4, and a similar series of self-interaction terms of the other scalar 
fields xiXi- Then there are interaction terms for the inflaton with other scalar 
fields of the form

E  y W  -  M . f x l  (4.22)
ik

and with the fermion fields of the form

(4-23)
ik

where A, /¿, gfk and hik are the couplings. M{ are mass scales which cover, in 
steps, the range of values of <f>o over which warm inflation occurs.

In the first principles approach the time scales for thermalization have to be 
checked for self-consistency. This amounts to showing that the tim e-scale o f all 
the microphysical process, which add up to energy production and thermalization, 
are much faster than all the characteristic macrophysical time scales, in particular 
the motion of the inflation field, (4>o/<j)o), and the Hubble time, ( 1 / i / ) ,  which 
corresponds to an efold of inflation. Berera et al. (1998, 1999); Berera (2000); 
Yokoyama & Linde (1999) examined these consistency conditions and showed 
regimes where the particle decay widths, corresponding to inflaton decay into
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light particles, are bigger than the Hubble time and the motion o f the zero-m ode 
during inflation.

For structure formation, the vital difference between standard and warm infla
tion is that the fluctuations resulting in the latter are thermal and not quantum 
fluctuations.

An interesting part of this calculation is that it will show that warm inflation, 
which simultaneously induces fluctuations in the inflaton field and frictionally 
damps its motion, generates fluctuations which also undergo a transition where 
they cease to develop (except gravitationally), a ‘ thermal freeze-out’ , and this 
occurs before the fluctuation leaves the causal horizon.

4.2.2 The Warm Inflation Bispectrum

We will carry out a calculation of the warm inflation bispectrum, based on equa
tion (4.19), up to second order in the fluctuation. This calculation will be for
mally similar to the calculation of Gangui et al. (1994) for supercooled inflation, 
reviewed in Section 4.1, where they used the stochastic approach. The fluctu
ations leading to structure formation from warm inflation are thermal, and not 
quantum, fluctuations. These thermal fluctuations, and equation (4.19), are clas
sical at all times. In contrast to this, in the stochastic approach of Gangui et al. 
(1994) the classical limit is represented through the use o f Heaviside functions, 
equation (4.8). Therefore, our warm inflation calculation is as follows: we expand 
4>(x, t ) in terms of the homogeneous, spatially averaged, ‘ background’ field, which 
is dependent only on time, and the first-order and second-orcler fluctuations,

S f ( x , t )  =  5f>i(x,t)  +  5 f 2( x , t ) ,  (4.24)

where 5<f>2 — O(Scf)j) ,  and then take the Fourier transforms, finding

= h - k 25(/)i(k,t) -  V"(M t))5<f>i{k,t)  
at 1

+rj(k,t)]  (4.25)

4(<5<MM)) = k - k 2SM* , i )  -at 1

-^V'"((j)o(t)) j  (fpSfaik -  p,t)5<j>i(p,t)]. (4.26)
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The wavenumbers in the above equations represent physical and not comoving 
coordinates,

p̂hys =  kcomeHt. (4.27)

The Universe needs to have undergone sixty efolds of inflation to solve the horizon 
and flatness problems (Section 1.2, Appendix F). The tim e-dependence of the 
^-vectors could be a complicating effect, and in order to resolve this we carry out 
integrations of equations (4.25) and (4.26), over time, in steps of Hubble times, 
during each of which k is taken to be approximately constant.

The solutions to (4.25) and (4.26) which result are

S M K  t) =  A(k, t) f  dt,r̂ P - A { k ,  t ' ) - 1 +  A (k , t)S<l>M1( k , t 0) (4.28)
J t o  1

and

i>2( M )  = A{k,t) / dt'B{t')
Jto

dp3
(2t t ) 3<

A (k , ti\-1

+A(fc, t)5(f)M2{ki ¿o),(4.29)

where

A (k , t) — exp ' f° W
ft (  k2 I v"(<Po (*')) 
■ttn r r dt1

(4.30)

B (t)  =
r

(4.31 ;

t0 is the time of the beginning of the corresponding efold of inflation, and t and 
t1 are time coordinates measured from t0.

The second term on the right hand side of each of these equations consists of 
a memory term, an integration constant representing the value of each of the 
fluctuations at the beginning o f that particular efold of inflation, multiplied by 
the function A(k , t). This decreases over time as A (k ,t )  decreases with time. The 
first term on the right hand side of each of these equations is the thermalizing 
term. Looking back at equation (4.25), the first two terms on the right hand side 
are potential terms and the third term represents a driving oscillation. One sees
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from looking at the first term that the damping becomes more effective for larger
k. However if ~  is sufficiently small a mode of oscillation will be inflated out of 
the horizon before it relaxes. There is a physical scale, kp, where f>{kp) freezes 
in. This is the point where the memory term becomes important in relation to 
the other term. The freeze-out wavenumber is defined at the point o f equality in 
the relation

^  >  1. (4.32,

In general for warm inflation V"{<f>o) <  TH, so the above condition can be sim
plified to kp =  V r H .

Hereafter the scale kp will be referred to as the freeze-out wavenumber. In 
supercooled inflation the freeze-out wavenumber would correspond to the Hubble 
scale, as the quantum fluctuation becomes classical on exiting the causal horizon. 
For warm inflation the fluctuations freeze in before horizon exit.

Wick’s theorem states that correlation can be expanded in terms of sums of prod
ucts o f lower-order correlation functions and a residual, connected, part o f the 
higher-order correlation, i.e. {abed) =  {abcd)c+J2 perms{abc){d )+ Y /perms{ab){cd) +  
{a){b){c){d), the c subscript labelling a connected correlation. The scalar field 
perturbations have mean zero, (8<f>(k,t)) =  0, and are Gaussian to first order, 
(5cf)i(ki,t)8(t)i(k2, t ) 6(f)i(k3, t ) )  =  0. Thus, the lowest order nonvanishing contri
bution to the inflaton bispectrum comes from the correlation of two first order 
perturbations with one second order perturbation, which can be expanded in 
terms of first order perturbations, equation (4.29),

(8<f>{ki,t)5<j>{k2,t)8<i>(ks,t)) =  { {8<j>i(ku t) +  84>2{ k 1, t ) ) { 8^>i{k2, t )  +  8(f2{k 2, t ) )

(<tyi(fe3, i )  +  8f 2{k 3, t ) ) )

~  {8<j>i{ki,t)8(t>i{k2, t ) 8(j>2{k 3, t ) )  +  perms (4.33)

ntz
=  A ( h , t ) /

'to

dp,3

(2tt)

(8(f)i{k2, t 2) 8<i>i(k3 -  p , t') + { k i  fc2)] +  perms.

The contributing modes to the bispectrum, being horizon-size or close to horizon- 

size, will have undergone thermal freeze-out.

To test the effectiveness of this inflation model, the interest is in the largest scale, 
the 60th efold of inflation, which corresponds to the largest presently observable
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scale. This scale contains the first observable perturbation to exit the inflationary 
horizon.

The freeze-out wavenumber, kp, is dependent on W, but recall H  varies very 
slowly during inflation. So we can treat kp as a constant with H  evaluated 60 
efolds before the end of inflation, which corresponds to the largest observable 
scale. The rest of the development of the wavevector can be calculated with 
a multiplicative factor o f 5t, where St =  tjj — tp. tjj represents the time at 
Hubble crossing of the smallest o f the three inflation perturbation modes, and tp 
represents the time that the last of the three wavevectors freezes in,

This is everything which is needed to calculate the three-point correlation func
tion in Fourier space of the gravitational potential due to warm inflation.

So, when the first wavelength corresponding to present observations crosses the 
horizon, we have

(27r)3S3{ k x +  k 2 +  k 3) [T 0 ( f c 1 ) jp , ( f c 2) +  P ^ P ^ k s )  +  P0(fe2)P0(fc3)] • ( 4 .3 7 )

4.3 Comparisons with The Predictions of Other 
Models

4.3.1 Estimating the Magnitude of the Non—Gaussianity

(S(f>(ki,tH)Scf)(k2,tH)5^){k3,tH)) — A(kp)StA(kp ) 1B ( tp ) 

[2P't,(k1)Prf>(k 2)(27r)363( k 1 +  k 2 +  fc3)] +  perms, (4.35)

where P# is defined by

(iflfc,) s<t,(k2)) = (2tr)3i 3(fc, + (fei). (4.36)

The relation between the scalar field fluctuation and the gravitational field is 
given in equation (4.9).

Thus the bispectrum of the gravitational potential is given by

Gangui et al. calculated the skewness for a variety o f possible inflation models 
using the expression in equation (4.12).
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To solve the horizon problem of the FRW model, the Universe must undergo ~  60 
efolds of inflation (Section 1.2 , Appendix F). Recalling the quantity defined in 
equation (4.12); for the largest presently observable scale, this quantity is

X eo =  X ( a 6 0). (4.38)

Writing Gangui et al’s equation (4.12) for this scale,

X e o  2 A "g 0 2 m p i [ k,:a d k
A«n A

2 m .p i X e o  1 6 7T X e o  J k
60 60 (4.39)

(27t) S [ k i +  +  k%) [P$(ki)P$(k2)  +  P^(k\)P^(Kk^) +  P^{k2)P^(k^)] ,

it becomes clear that for single-field, slow-roll inflation, one can write a general 
expression for the bispectrum

( ^ ( f c 1) ^ ( f c 2)<5$(fc3)) =  Ainfl 

(27r)3i 3(fci +  k 2 +  k 3) [P ^ (k i)P ^(k2) +  perms] . (4.40)

Comparative estimates for the non-Gaussianity of the cosmic microwave back
ground can thus be calculated using A;nfi and the shape of the inflationary po

tential.

To compare expression (4.37) to an equation of the form above, the bispectrum 
must be written in terms of the power spectra of the peculiar gravitational po

tential.
($ (fc1)$ (fc2)) =  (27r)3d3(fc1 +  fc2)P $ (fc1). (4.41)

(5<f> Set)) r-sj P  ̂ so, from equation (4.9)

*=(f )’ (£)*• (442)
Ajnfl in the bispectrum of the gravitational field for warm inflation, from equation 

(4.37), is
r i v ' " ( r h J i r , \ \ i

(4.43)A warm __
infl “

i , ( k F \
 r —3 H

m can evaluated with the aid of Berera (1997), which explores the temper
ature and expansion behaviour o f the Universe for various shapes o f inflationary 

potential for the case of warm inflation.

Turning to the specific potentials, we consider potentials of the form

V((f>o) =  -  0O)9, (4.44)
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in the region 0 < <p <  M , where 4> begins at 0. Quantum field theories with 
interaction terms in the Lagrangian ~  <hA with Â  >  4 are non-renormalizable in 
four space-tim e dimensions, meaning that the interactions themselves will always 
have unconstrained momenta (see e.g. Peskin & Schroeder, 1995, chapter 10).

A is dimensionless. M  set at the grand unified scale ~  1014GeV. These potentials 
are not o f the form of a symmetry breaking potential. They can, however, lead 
to inflation occuring in a scenario where the polynomial potential makes up part 
of another potential where, at some point, the slow-roll or strong dissipation 
conditions are locally satisfied allowing inflation to begin, and at a later stage the 
potential locally has a form which causes inflation to end.

Berera (1997) finds a solution for </> to be

=  M  1 - M i z m ! i  +  1
2 - q

(4.45)

for q 2. From this we find the form of <j>.

For the purpose o f a primary comparison with supercooled inflation, we selected 
the case where q =  4. Berera (1997) gives the number of efolds of inflation, Ne, 
for this quartic potential to be

i (  2 ^ r2 \
JV' = 2 ( 1 +  ^ J ’ ( 4 ' 4 6 )

and from this, for Ne =  60, we find the value of the dissipation coefficient, T, in 
terms of the coupling constant A.

The fluctuations in the scalar field caused by thermal interactions with the radi
ation field are related to the temperature by

W 2 =  T J -  (4.47)

T  can be calculated using the relation pr =  (p*7r2/30) T 4 taking into account 
the relation between the radiation energy density and the scalar field potential 
presented in equation (4.15), the stress-energy equation for a Universe dominated 
by these two terms.

These quantities do not fix the value of the coupling constant for the inflaton 
potential term in the Lagrangian, A,. To fix the coupling constant we needed to
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consider the form of the warm inflation power spectrum. We assume a general 
power-law form of the scalar field power spectrum.

P*(k) =  6jjkn-*.  (4.48)

Taylor & Berera (2000) find n for the case of strong dissipation to be unity for
a quartic potential. The value of the amplitude, 5%, is fixed by the 1991 COBE
CMB satellite data (Smoot et al., 1991; Bunn & W hite, 1995; Bunn et al., 1996)

9 TJ
SH =  ~^6<f>=  1.94 x 10"5, (4.49)

5 (j)

in the case n =  1.

Using equations (4.49), (4.48), (4.46) and (4.45), the value of A

A =  3.81 x 10~16, (4.50)

and this gives us all the quantities needed to evaluate A;nfl for warm inflation, 
equation (4.43)

A ”  =  7.44 x 10“ 2. (4.51)

The equivalent quantity to A;nfl for supercooled inflation appears in Gangui et al. 
(1994) as $ 3 =  A ^ eicooled =  5.56 x 10~2 for a quartic potential. Therefore for 
this potential the prediction of non-Gaussianity for warm inflation is of the same 
order as that predicted for supercooled inflation.

General relativistic second-order perturbation theory produces further contribu
tions to Ainfl for both models. A 2"fld order =  0 (1 )  (Pyne & Carroll, 1996; Komatsu 
& Spergel, 2001). So it appears that either of the two former contributions to the 
bispectrum is a correction to this larger non-Gaussian contribution.

4.3.2 The Bispectrum of the Cosmic Microwave Back
ground

We followed the standard method to convert the bispectrum of the 3-D  gravita
tional perturbation at horizon exit to the bispectrum of the distribution of the 
CMB over the sky, outlined in Wang & Kamionkowski (2000) and Section 1.3 
of this thesis, modelling the Sachs-Wolfe effect, applicable for the CMB power 
spectrum upto angular multipoles of / ~  50.

a ,m =  J (4.52)
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The CMB bispectrum has the form:

{(ll1mial2m2akm3) — ^ ^ B^ ¡2/3, (4.53)

f  h h h  \where is a Wiqntr-SJ. The Wiener 3-J symbols are a morey mi m 2 m 3 y
symmetrical form of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, C'^Î2jf  m, , which are the fa
miliar coefficients obtained when transforming between angular momentum bases 
in quantum mechanics, and one is related to the other as

=  £  _ t 3 ) .  (4.54)

The functional form of the Wigner or Clebsch-Gordon coefficients can be found 

in, e.g. Abramowitz & Stegun (1965), Section 27.

The bispectrum estimator of the CMB, averaged over m, can be written as

I  dk1dk2klklAintiP*(k1)P$(k2) x jf^ fa  A  rj)jf3(k2 A  r/) +  perms. (4.55)

The jis are spherical bessel functions. The normalization of the density pertur
bations Bunn et al. (1996) is specified at the present Hubble scale k =  aoHo. 
The density perturbations are related to the perturbations to the gravitational 
potential via the Poisson equation. Thus

P9 (k =  a0H0) =  |tt2% 2S2Hk~3 , (4.56)

although this is simpler for a spacially flat Universe with an inflationary power 
spectrum with n equal to 1. The density perturbations develop with time, but 
comoving gravitational perturbations do not develop.

To find if the difference between the two models is detectable, for either the Sachs- 
Wolfe region or the bispectrum calculated upto higher multipoles using modified 
Boltzmann codes Komatsu & Spergel (2001), we carried out a calculation of the 
total error on an evaluation of A-mf\ from the bispectrum. This is calculated 
inversely weighting the error on the bispectrum according to cosmic variance, 
Verde et al. (2000) outlines the approach. Many values of A, /2 and l3 do not 
contribute to the bispectrum, or the weighted error, due to the restrictions on the
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number of independent bispectrum triangles. The triangle relations specify that 
(  L L L \

the W igner-3Js ( q  q  q  J are non-zero when |/i — ¿21 <  h  and h +  I2 +  h  is
even.

_ - 2  ( ^ i h i s A n f l ) 2 (A C7\
^  CxCxCx  ' ( }

h < h < h  '> '2 '3

The calculations of the error on A;nfi carried out by Verde et al. (2000) and 
Komatsu & Spergel (2001) show the values of Ainfl we found in the previous 
section are undetectable for the Sachs-Wolfe region.

4.4 Conclusions

We have calculated the non-Gaussianity expected for a warm inflation scenario in 
the case of strong dissipation. Such a calculation has not been carried out before, 
and until now it has not been known whether the non-Gaussianity generated by 
warm inflation would be greater than or less than that predicted for standard 
inflation. The inherently classical mechanism for the generation of fluctuations 
in warm inflation, which is palpably different from the corresponding mechanism 
for supercooled inflation, has been shown to produce a level of non-Gaussianity 
of approximately the same magnitude.

The non-Gaussianity caused by higher-order gravitational effects is an order of 
magnitude greater than the non-Gaussianity generated by the self-interaction of 
the inflaton field in either warm inflation or supercooled inflation, and even this 
level o f non-Gaussianity is undetectable in the Sachs-Wolfe regime. W ith the 
best foreground subtraction, in the case where this relation could be applied to 
the entire range of CMB power spectrum values, Planck could not obtain an error 

on Ainfl o f less than 10.

It is interesting to note that warm inflation also occurs in the weak-dissipative 
regime, P <  H  (Berera h  Fang, 1995; de Oliveira & Ramos, 1998; de Oliveira & 
Jors, 1998). The non-Gaussianity for the weak dissipation picture has yet to be 

calculated.
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions

In this thesis I have outlined three research topics. My research has been on de
veloping tests, analysis methods and predictions of early Universe theories for the 
new high quality data expected from the M AP and Planck satellite experiments. 
This data, of high accuracy and completeness, will lead to accurate determination 
of cosmological parameters, provided that certain theoretical hurdles are passed.

The basic assumption of current parameter estimation techniques is about the 
nature o f the structure formation model which seeded the cosmological large-scale 
structure. This is assumed to be a single-field, slow-roll inflation model with the 
present Universe having ingredients including a cold dark matter component and 
possibly a cosmological constant component.

Before the data can usefully be analysed for parameter fitting the observations 
must be tested for consistency with inflation. As a result my first project, which 
I outline in Chapter 2, is a m odel-independent test o f the Gaussianity o f the 
anisotropies in the CMB. A Gaussian spectrum of perturbations would be a 
key signature of a single field inflation model, and the limiting case for large 
numbers of fields in multiple field inflation models. We carried out the calculation 
of the correlation function of peaks in the microwave background for Gaussian 

perturbations distributed over a sphere. The resulting expression, for a given 
power spectrum, has no other parameter dependence, and, making no flat sky- 
approximation, applies for all sky separations, so is complete.

We also carried out a comparison of the bispectrum as a discriminant for Gaus
sianity versus the correlation function o f peaks, using a simulated 12.5° x 12.5° 
dataset modelling a cosmic string seeded field of CMB anisotropies. The bispec
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trum could not distinguish the data, from a Gaussian field. We found, however, 
that the peak correlation function displayed clear excess of correlation on small 
scales for the cosmic string model. For this model, the correlation function of 
peaks was significantly better at detecting the non-Gaussianity.

In the absence o f a well-motivated non-Gaussian model to test, it makes no 
sense to ask whether this method is better than others. One should try every
thing; however, the example of a string map, where the non-Gaussian features 
are perhaps more easily characterized on the real sky, it is not surprising that 
a sky-based non-Gaussian test fares better than a Fourier-based test. Further
more, the wealth o f structure in the peak-peak correlation function means that 
agreement with the theoretical Gaussian curve would be a powerful argument in 
favour of inflation.

In Chapter 3 I reviewed my second project, which is a method of extremely fast 
parameter estimation for inflationary models from the CMB power spectrum, us
ing the M OPED algorithm (Heavens et al., 2000). This process can be relatively 
time-consuming using a brute-force maximum likelihood solution. M OPED re
duces the ^  2000 to ~  12 uncorrelated numbers, allowing very rapid estimation 
of parameters, as well as a factor ~  100 less storage for model predictions.

The improvement in CPU time to calculate a likelihood with compressed data, 
with close to the same shape at the maximum likelihood peak, over that required 
for the Planck-size dataset with 2000 power spectrum datapoints and ~  12 pa
rameters, is a speed up factor o f around 500 million. This large acceleration is 
based on the presumption that CM BFAST power spectra are pre-com puted prior 
to launch. This chapter represents the most extreme application o f the M OPED 
method to date. The speed-up in the likelihood evaluation is stunning, to the 
extent that this step of the analysis need never be dominant, so the data pipeline 
will be dominated by bottlenecks elsewhere (Tegmark et al., 2001).

The third and final project I included in this thesis is based on a variation on the 
standard inflationary scenario. Recalling that the standard inflation model makes 
the assumption that the inflation field and radiation field do not interact during 
the inflationary phase, and the it needs the reheating mechanism to convert the 
larger part of the stress-energy of the Universe at the end of the inflationary 
stage into radiation. The unresolved problems in the preheating mechanism, 
which lead to inflation exiting to a Universe with too high a temperature, are
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avoided altogether in the warm inflationary scenario.

I investigated the CMB properties of the Warm Inflation model, concentrating on 
its non-Gaussian properties. In Chapter 4, I reviewed the calculation of the CMB 
bispectrum of the fluctuations for a Warm Inflation model, and the examination 
its testability. We compute the gravitational bispectrum of the fluctuations gen
erated for Warm Inflation, for the particular case o f strong dissipation, and the 
form of the resulting CMB bispectrum in the Sachs-W olfe regime. Our con
clusion is the number of bispectrum modes which would be required to observe 
the non-Gaussian effects is not sufficient in the Sachs-W olfe region of the CMB 
bispectrum.

We find that the predictions for the bispectrum of warm inflation with strong 
dissipation are essentially the same as for standard supercooled inflation. In a 
sense this is a disappointment, as there is no prospect o f distinguishing warm 
inflation from supercooled on the basis of this non-Gaussianity test.

These projects present a base from which further tests o f the CMB can deepen 
our understanding of the mechanisms which cause structure to exist in the Uni
verse. There are several some gaps still in the understanding of the consequences 
and predictions of inflation models, which should to be addressed before we 
deal with large datasets. There are a number of early Universe models which 
predict a structure-seeding spectrum of primordial density perturbations. Con

sistency tests o f the form of fluctuations together with accurate predictions of 
non-Gaussianity are an important tool in sorting inflationary theories.

Branching off particularly from the projects covered in this thesis is the possibility 
for calculating the bispectrum for warm inflation up to high multipoles. This 
would involve much more than using the full form of the photon transfer function. 
For most forms o f inflationary potential, for example a quartic or exponential 
potential, the assumptions which hold within a small number of efolds of inflation 
cannot be held true. For example, changes in the Hubble parameter will have 
to be taken into account when correlating a mode of fluctuation which exited 
the horizon 60 efolds before the end of inflation with one which left at the last 
efold. Likewise, one has to take into account the effect o f bispectrum modes 
being binned together, with a bispectrum triangle of the same size, but falling at 
the beginning, middle and end of inflation, with all inflationary quantities being 
significantly different at each o f these times. This calculation would be more
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complicated, but the basis for it is in Chapter 4, and may produce a result which 
could be tested against the CMB. Another project of interest is the calculation of 
non-Gaussianity for weak dissipation regime for the warm inflationary scenario.

Branching off more broadly from the work in this thesis is the usefulness of 
developing tests of non-Gaussianity which could distinguish Braneworld early 
Universe models. The growing number of well-motivated early Universe models 
strengthens the argument for thorough consistency tests within the cosmological 
parameter estimation machine which will be operating on the CMB maps.
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Measuring the Hubble Constant

Appendix A

The range of values of the Hubble constant given in equation (1.5) are the result 
o f the Hubble Space Telescope Key Project (Freedman et al., 2001) to measure 
the Hubble constant.

The Hubble Law relates an ob ject ’s distance, d, to its recession velocity, v, given 
that this object is moving with the cosmic flow:

v =  H0d (A .l)

The Hubble Law is implicit for a homogeneously expanding, homogeneous and 
isotropic universe.

To estimate the Hubble constant one can use the distance-luminosity relation 
of equation (1.2) to provide, d, and the spectroscopic observations of the object 
to determine the velocity of the object. This is only possible if we know the 
absolute luminosity, L, o f the object. Cepheids are bright variable stars with a 
period o f variation in their luminosity related to their absolute luminosity. This 
relationship can be calibrated using the presence of Cepheid variables in the Large 
Magellanic Cloud. The distance of the Large Magellanic Cloud from us has been 
determined directly from local kinematic distance measures.

The distance from us to which Cepheids can be observed has been extended to 
about 25Mpc. At this distance velocities which are local, meaning apart from the 
Hubble flow, are not cumulatively averaged out and thus affect the determination 
o f Ho. For Hubble parameter estimation, the further the better. Cepheid vari
ables absolute distances to Leo I group, the Virgo cluster and the Fornax cluster
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have been have been calculated by Freedman et al. (2001) with the Hubble space 
telescope data.

relates the fluctuations in the light from a galaxy, used to estimate the number 
of stars it contains, to the total apparent brightness. The range of this method 
is limited to approximately 70Mpc.

The empirical Tully-Fisher relation relates the circular rotation velocity, vc, o f a 
spiral galaxy to the absolute luminosity.

This relation applies to about 150Mpc.

The fundamental plane relation relates the surface brightness, 70, and the central 
velocity dispersion, cr„, of elliptical galaxies to the absolute luminosity,

This takes the distance ladder up to approximately 400Mpc. The sum of the 
extensions leads to the evaluation o f the Hubble parameter range:

From these intermediate scales, distances to further objects can be determined 
using a variety of methods which link distance to other observable quantities.

The surface-brightness fluctuation method supplements the Cepheid method, and

(A .2)

L cx / 0- ° X 3. (A .3)

H0 =  72 ±  8kms_1M pc_1. (A .4)



Robertson-Walker Metrie

Appendix B

The metric
ds2 =  c2dt2 — a2(t)dl2, (B . 1)

can be worked out accounting for curvature as on a 3D surface in a 4D space, 
with line element Peebles (1993),

dl2 =  dx2 +  dy2 +  dz2 +  dw2. (B.2)

Transforming from 4D Cartesian to polar coordinates : A, x , 4>>

dx =  dA 

dy =  Adx

dz =  As'mxdO (B.3)

dw =  A sin x  sin Odcf) (B.4)

So now we are sitting in four spatial dimensions. We can look at our three
dimensions as a surface within this larger space. The FRW  model models a
symmetric space, and the surface of a sphere is symmetric, with no preferred
direction. For a closed model our space can be calculated as the surface of a

3-sphere of radius R,
x 2 +  y 2 +  z2 + w 2 =  R 2. (B.5)

So we define ourselves to be on the surface A =  const =  R, the geometry of our
Universe thus depending on the value we choose to define our surface at. This 
leaves the three angular coordinates

dl2 =  R2[dX2 +  s in2Xdn\ (B.6)

c/R =  dd2 +  sin29 dcf)2. (B.7)
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For the negative curvature case, and an open Universe, R  -> iR, x  X so
dl2 R 2[dx2 +  sinh2xdtt\. For a flat Universe R —> oo.

Now, reverting to the positive curvature case, and changing coordinates to r =

R x ,

dr =  Rdx-, (B.8)

therefore



The Friedmann Equation

Appendix C

The Greek indices p =  (0 ,i) — (0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ).

The Friedmann equations are arrived at by modelling the Universe as a perfect 
fluid. Using Einstein’s equations, which are

TV11' -  (C .l)
2

8ttG
c4

and the energy momentum tensor of a perfect fluid,

t " ' =  ( p + 4 K “ “ -  4  s T ’ (c -3)c c

where p is the energy density of the fluid and p is the pressure, uM is the 4-velocity 
at the spacetime point aT =  ( c t ,x , y , z ) ,  and g ^  is the metric tensor, and g^u 
is its inverse, els2 =  g^dx^clx" defining the line element. A is the cosmological 
constant.

AT" is the Ricci tensor, a function o f the metric and derivatives of the metric, 
and A  is the Ricci scalar A  =  A MM =  A ""(/Mt/.

Plugging all of these into the field equation, equation (C .2), the 0-0 component 
gives

a2 87TpG c A „
W  =  +  +  C -4az 3 /U cr 3

and the i-i component gives

2ci a2 c 87tGp . . .
T  +  ? - 7 i V  =  - ^ 1  +  A - ( C ' 5 )
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Substituting (C.4) into (C.5) gives the second Friedmann equation, independent 
of a(t),



Energy and Length Units

Appendix D

D .l Energy Units

There are occasions in the text where length, time, mass and temperature units 
are referred to in terms of energy: [L\ and [t] ~  [E]-1 , [M] and [T] [E].

Here is a brief reminder of why. Any physical quantity multiplied by factors of 
h, c or kg give something in terms of energy.

Using the de Broglie relation to relate the energy, E, of a wave to its frequency, 
f :  E  =  hui (recalling h =  h/2tv and lo =  2ir /) ,  gives E =  h f .  For relativistic 
particles c =  A /. E — y  i.e.

B  =  [E]-K  (D .l)

Again using the de Broglie relation above E  =  h f ,

[£ 
hI  =  I-®!- 1 - (D-2)

Mass is trivial,

Thermal energy, E =  k g T ,

[M] c2 =  [£ ]. (D.3)

\T]kB =  [B], (D.4)

In particle physics h, c and kg are set equal to each other and equal to one. When 
studying the Early Universe, where there is a smooth, thermalized distribution 
of relativistic particles, essentially all quantities can be characterized from the 
thermal energy, kgT  and the only length scale o f interest is the wavelength o f a 

particle.
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Defining a Planck time tp\ ~  G 2 ~  10-43s
a Planck length /pi ~  ctp\ =  i pi ~  G 2

a Planck density pp\ ~  ~  ^
pl

a Planck mass m p\ — ppilp\ — ( q ) 2

a Planck energy Ep\ ~  m pi ~  ( ¿ ) 2

a Planck temperature Tpi ~  ~  ( ¿ ) 2 ^fi1-

When gravity becomes important, a different set of units is more useful.

D.2 Length Units

This system is not used in this thesis, but is referred to for completeness. Leaving 
out h and using c, ks  and G  to convert all quantities to powers of length .

Energy, [E]Gc-*  =  [L\

Time, [t]c =  [L]

Mass, [M]Gc~2 =  [L\

Temperature, [T]kBG c - 4 =  [L]



Appendix E

Derivation of Formalism for 
Slow-Roll Inflation

E .l Deriving the equation of motion

The equation of motion for a scalar field dominated FRW  Universe is obtained 
by extremising the action S in equation (1.72), plugging in the form of the La- 
grangian density from equation (1.64)

S* = J d“x a3(^ -4 ?  -  V ( M  . (E.l)

SS<j, — 0 gives the equation of motion of the field,

SSj, =  J  d4xa3 (j)5<j> — V'(<p)S<pj

=  j  di « 3 U j t (54) -  V ' ( m )  (E.2)

= J  d, x~(a3<ji5t/>) + J
and, given that all well behaved fields disappear at infinity,

=  0 — J  (3a2a<f) +  a3(f) +  a3V\4>)^ 5cf)d4x. (E.3)

This must be 0 for all 5(f) so

3 a2a<f) +  ci3(j) +  a3V'(cf>) =  0, (E.4)

and dividing through by a3 gives equation ( l . 73).
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E.2 Deriving the Alternate Form of the Slow- 
Roll Conditions

We have the two slow roll conditions in the forms of equation(1.75) and equation(1.76)

W  «

Y  «  V ( i ) .

Differentiating the equation of motion (equation 1.77), and using what the slow - 
roll conditions mean, i.e. slow-roll, that H  changes slowly with time,

y - v nm
3 H '

Therefore the first condition can be rewritten as:

\-V"((f>)\ <  \9H2\. 

Recall we have set 0  to 1 therefore p — pc,

3 H ‘
Pc 8ttG-, -  v w ,

(E.5)

(E.6)

(E.7

so, replacing G ~  ?npl (Appendix D),

24ttV’ (0)
m pi

V
V

247T
ni2 ’

pi

(E.8)

(E.9)

The equation o f motion (1.77) can also be used to rewrite the second condition. 
First rewriting it a little to get something of the form of cj)2 on one side,

i2 ( v m 2
9 H 2

( V ' ( M
24irV((/>)" pI‘ 

So the second slow-roll condition gives

(E.10)

(E .l l )

2 24tt V(<j>) pl 
V'(cß)

m p 1 «  (487T

(E.12)

(F.13)



Solving the Horizon Problem 
with Inflation

Appendix F

Calculating, using natural units, the number o f efolds required to stretch the
end-inflation horizon to the present horizon size, about 3000h-1 M pc, given an
end of inflation temperature for typical inflation models, 1015 GeV.

The development of the scale factor with radiation temperature is determined by 
the following relation

* s (iir)r4- ^
where g* represents the number of degrees o f freedom for the radiation field. In 
Section 1.1 we learned that

pr oc a~4, (F.2)

so a oc (1 /T). The energy of a relativistic particle is related to its temperature 
by E =  k s T , where ks  is Boltzmann’s constant. All this leads to the fact that 
the scale at the end of inflation is

aEl —
E ei 
Er '

(F.3)

recalling that a0 =  1. Er is the present radiation energy, Er =  kgT,., where Tr is 
the temperature of today’s CM B, ~  3K.

1/H is o f the order of the physical horizon in size. So the comoving horizon at 
the end of inflation is approximately

isb  ( F ' 4 )
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Simplifying by considering a flat, cosmological constant-free universe at inflation 
end. From equation (1.9),

„  n
(F.5)

2 S7Tp G
H l =

3

Appendix D gives the relation Ep\ ~  G 2 . Just above it is shown that pEi oc 
TEI cc Ee i , and for inflation V =  p.

Thus
F 2

H  L e i
Epi

(F.6)

The comoving horizon at the end of inflation, equation(F.4), can be written, in 
terms of energies, as

1 i E &\ ip-1 1____ ~  r H  £ - 1
H E i a E i  \ e J  e v

The number of efolds required to solve the cosmological horizon problem of the 
HBB model is therefore (Peacock, 1999):

•̂ obs — In
3000/i Mpc 

Ep ï] f ~1
Er )  n E I  J

60. (F.8)

This changes for different inflation potentials and reheating temperatures.



The Bispectrum of a Gaussian 
Field

Appendix G

A multivariate Gaussian field has the following form (Bardeen et al., 1986; Adler, 
1981)

P ( x u . . . , x n) =  — —  1— — r exp [ - ] - ( M ~ 1)ijXiXj\ (G .l)
(27r) 2 (det M )a 2

—  X i  ( X j * ) r a n g e  o f .  (G.2)
all  x

Mij is a positive definite symmetric matrix. I am using the Einstein summation 
convention, where all repeated indices are summed over. The distribution we are 
going to be comparing the CMB theories to is a joint probability distribution of 
independant scalar Gaussian fields with zero mean, A X{ =  X{.

The moments o f the distribution ¡jin =  (x n) can be calculated using a Fourier 
transform, or characteristic function o f the distribution. A distribution P ( x i , . . . ,  x r 
has characteristic function

G ( k i . . . k n) =  J  dnx P ( x i , . . .  , x n)exp[ikiXi], (G.3)

The characteristic function is the generating function for the moments of the 
distribution

( - 0 "  d n G
d k

For the distribution above

— tin- (G.4)
fc=o
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so
(x{Xj ) Mij.

As the fields are independent, Mij is diagonal. We have

(jijXj) SijF(xi, Xj),

(G.6)

(G.7

where F  is some function. 5(k) is a complex quantity, made up of two independent 
Gaussian fields.

S(k) =  5real +  zWmag (G.8)

( i real(fc1) i real( - f c 2)) +  (SimaHki)Simas( - k 2)) =  F f a M S i k !  +  k 2) (G.9)

=  (G.10)

thus we have the form

(S ik ^ S i^ ) )  =  F ( k 1, k 2)S(k1 +  k 2), 

consistent with equation (1.94). Rewriting (G.5)

G (ku . . . , k n) =  J J e x p - (x iX j^ ik i^ ik j

=n i+ -(X{X j ) (?G ) (z/uj ) + 2 (x ix j )(iki ) ~{xkxi)(ikk)(iki)

(G .l l )

(G.12)

+

(G.13)
To find (.Ti . . . x n) where n is even, the result will be a product o f (xiXj)s. 
To find (x \ . . . x n) for n odd, (~i)n gkf n° kn | will be zero. Therefore, for a 
multivariate, independant Gaussian distribution with zero mean, the quantity 
(S(ki)S[k2)5{k3)) =  (2n)3B { k u k 2: k 3)Sl,(k1 +  k 2 +  fe3) will be zero.



Appendix H

The Thermal Property of the 
CMB

The average photon occupation number per mode, M  =  (N) is given by the 
Planck function

M  =  -----------------  • (H .l)
exp kBr -  1

Finding the number of modes in a box of side L, where L is large compared to 
scales o f interest.

Conventional notation for waves, such as the radiation in the box, has the form 
A e x p ( ik  • r )  where the wave is the real part of the function. Convention also 
dictates that integers n, m  and I count the number of waves in the box in each 
direction

=  x  i “ I ’ (H'2)

so we have a 3D standing wave mode counter:

n
N =  | m | (H.3)

thus
T3

d3N  =  (H.4)
(27T

V
(27rc)3

where cl3k is expanded in spherical coordinates, and lo =  ck

u 2duel ft, (H.5)
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The energy per frequency mode, in unit volume, moving in any direction, is

mean number number polarisation energy
u(u>)du> =  of photons x of modes x states x of

per mode photon

1 V

exp h <jj
kBT

X
- 1 (27rcr

h u 3du

L02clu) X 2 X hiü x  Att

7T2C3 exp fcflr 1

(H.6)

(h .t ;

(H.8)

the Planck blackbody function.

We are assuming that the photons are free streaming and not interacting, there
fore the photon number is conserved. The expansion of the Universe stretches 
the wavelength of a mode as

A o ca (i) , (H.9)

where a(t) is the expansion scale factor o f the Universe. So the frequency, cu, 
varies as ^-y. The number of photons per unit volume with frequency ui in the 
range du> is equation(H.8) divided by hw. At some later time t' the Universe 
scale factor is a'.

n(io)dio =
1 co2du>

7r2c3 exp L*bT 1
(H.10)

7r, c, h and ks are of course constant. The three quantities that change are 
a;, T  and the number o f photons per unit volume. The total photon numer is 
conserved, therefore the number per unit volume at the later time is scaled by

n'(<jo')du)' =
n(üj)d<jja¿

/-//3 (H .l l )

A T  W

exp
k B T .

A lo2 / a

/3

exp fruía 
L kga'T' — 1

(H.12)

(H. 13)

Thus the blackbody behaviour is preserved, with temperature redshifted by T' —
Ta



The Silk Damping Scale

Appendix I

The Silk damping scale, As, is a measure o f the photon diffusion length before 
decoupling. Most of the Silk damping effects itself at decoupling. Before this time 
the photons are trapped within matter over- and under-densities along with the 
baryons. The mean free path of the photons, A-y, increases as the ionisation 
fraction grows. Estimating the mean of the square distance, (A d )2, travelled by 
a photon during a period of time, At:

( ( a  d f )  ~ w  A h f  ( u )
a [ t y

where N  represents the mean number of collisions of a photon within the time 
interval, A t /A 7(t).

So, we can estimate the Silk damping scale by summing up the distance travelled 
by the photon up to the time of decoupling, t jec, corresponding to 90% ionisation,
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Calculating the Variance of the 
Bispectrum Estimator

Appendix J

To test the Gaussian hypothesis, we need to quantify the variation in the quantity

Re(5kl6k25k3i

<2vr)= ( i ) :

=  W J .  (J.2)

Let

(J-3)

The variance is a 2D =  (D 2 — (D a)2}. According the Gaussian hypothesis, D a =  0, 

therefore

° d <*■ (^ {z 2 +  '2zz* +  z*2)) (J.4)

~  H 5 k 1 5 k J k 3 S k 1 S k J k 3 + S - k l S - k J - k 3 S - k 1 5 - k J - k 3  / j  g \

5 ju S u 5 l. ).n .  j  r v 2  r v 3  — f v  [  — A» 3  '

WAcCs theorem states that a correlation can be expanded into a sum of its con
nected parts and all the permutations of its constituents in lower order correla
tions:

^ k J k A k J k J k ^ k e )  =  ( s k 1 5 k i ) c { t k 3 5 k 4 ) c ( s k j k 6 ) c  +  ^ k J k J k A c ^ k J k J k J c  / J  g \

+ ( s k l s k 2 ) c ( S k 3 s k , s k J k 6 ) c  + ( S k J A S k A k A k J k M o  +  cyclic perm utations, 

where the subscript c denotes a connected part.
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For a Gaussian field the only non-zero parts of this expression have the form 
(8(k)8( — k)) therefore for the equilateral case

Var(Re z) =  ^ x 2(8 (k1) 8 ( - k 1)) (8 (k 2) 8 ( - k 2)) (8 (k 3) 8 ( - k 3)). (J.7)

=  - L 6P 3{k) as |fei| =  \k2\ =  |fc3| (J.8)
2

Sa = (J.9)

therefore
1 \ 2 . L

aD =  1 — I Va r  ( R e z )  =  — P 3(k). (.1.10)

But it also has to be taken into account that we are calculating the variance of 
an average over a shell of N  values. The above value is the variance of a single 
D a. Using the central limit theorem gives the final size of the Gaussian error bar,

L
O-NJD Q =

V 2 N
P 3/2(k). (J .l l )

However, when I calculated the bispectrum for the equilateral triangles, I did not 
assume isotropy of the distribution when calculating [¿»(fox)]3. I used the values
for 8(k)  at each o f the three triangle vertices to make sure not to lose any of the
information about the density field in the data.

For the zero-area triangle case: Var(i?e z) =  equation (J.5).

Again, from the W ick ’s theorem expansion the only Gaussian contribution is from 
the 2zz* cross-term. But now fc2 =  ^3 so as well as the

(<y(fe1)<y (-fe 1)){<j(fe2)<y(-fe2) ) (<y(fe3)<5(-fe3)) ( j  .12)

there is a term contributing which is

( i ( f c 1) i ( - f c 1))(<5(A;2) i ( - f c 3) ) { i ( f c 3) i ( - f c 2) ) .  (J.13)

Therefore
Var(Re z) =  2P (fc1)P 2(fc2) (J.14)

and
a w_0 „ = ( J . 1 5 )



The Langevin Equation

Appendix K

The form of the Lagrangian for scalar field theory is often related to the Landau

Free Energy, L, o f statistical mechanics (LeBellac, 1991; Goldenfeld, 1992). The

eter of a statistical field, </>(*), o f a system which is slightly out o f equilibrium 
is

where S/5(f)(x) is a functional derivative with respect to 0, the first term on the

response and T is a phenomenological parameter, and the second term is a noise 
term, r j (x , t ), which arises from the macroscopic degrees of freedom that make 
the dynamics not purely relaxational. This is known as the Langevin equation, 
analogously, once more, to the original form of this equation in statistical physics. 
The equation in statistical physics models the behaviour of a sufficiently small 
m acroscopic particle immersed in a liquid, which exhibits a random behaviour of 
motion, Brownian motion.

Looking, for simplicity, at the problem in ID. Consider a particle o f mass m, 
whose centre of mass position is x(t )  and velocity is v — dx/dt, undergoing 
Brownian motion. Neglecting any gravitational, electromagnetic or other force 
fields external to the system and modelling all of the degrees o f freedom of the 
system apart from x  as a heat reservoir at temperature T , and the force exerted 
on the particle as F(t ) :

form of the equation of motion in equation (4.19) is a result o f extending the 

analogy to dynamic critical phenomena. The rate of change of the order param-

(K .l)

right hand side results from a phenomenological assumption of generally linear

dv . 
m -  = (K.2)
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N

F(t)  will depend on the positions of many constantly moving particles, and will 
thus be a rapidly, and irregularly, fluctuating function of t. One can attempt 
to describe the behaviour of the particle in statistical terms by making it one 
of an ensemble. So we are looking at many similar systems of particles, each 
surrounded by a liquid heat bath acting with a force If there are N  such
systems, the average force exerted on a particle in any system, i, o f the ensemble 
at time t will be

i N
Y , m ) -  (k.3)
2 =  1

As F(t )  is a rapidly fluctuating function of time then, from equation (K .2), v also 
fluctuates in time, so writing the ensemble average of the velocity, v =  v — v'. 
v(t)  will vary more slowly with time than as a result o f the average, and
v'(t) will vary more slowly that F'(t)  because of the mass of the particle. The 
reverse relationship must, logically, apply. The interaction force, F,  must itself 
be affected by the motion of the particle.

F  =  F  +  F\  (K.4)

again the prime representing the rapidly varying part of the function, and, if we 
assume no preferred direction, the average value of F' vanishes. Expanding F  in 
terms of v gives

F  =  —oh, (K-5)

where a  is some positive friction constant which acts to decrease v. Thus we will 
have

dv
?n—  =  —an, (K.6)

and, more fully,
civ

m —  =  - a v  +  F'(t) ,  (K.7)

representing the combined effects of the interactions of the system as a dissipation 
term and a thermal fluctuation with mean zero. This is the Langevin equation 
of statistical physics.


